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APPLE :BREBDIIJG. 
Tli:B VIGOR 0~' APPLE SE..::DLI.NGS AS AFlECTED BY llARENTAGE. 
:,; 
IUT'.tlODUCTION. 
Orisin 0£ New Apples in America.. 
A brief revi-&\"l of the origin of the apples in America 
is presented to sho.w the relation of the apple breeding program 
at the Iowa. Agricultural Experiment Station to previous ef':fo:rts 
in the development o:f th is :fruit .. 
The first American settlers. according to Beach (5), 
brought from Europe seeds. or in some cases trees or scions. 
of choice European varieties o:f apples . The introduction of 
the apple and other Old Warld fruits was thus begun over 300 
yea.re ago. Some. o:f the first fruits tested in the colonies were 
from Ho\land. but later varieties es.me from Germany. France and 
other coht1nental count'ries,. and many :from the British Isles. 
I 
The apple was soon earried far inland by Indians, traders, and 
white missionaries. 
1The early orchard~ we:re rra de up mos_tly of seedling 
trees, as grafting Vias not greatly developed in America a t t his 
early time. Innumerable cultivated nnd escaped seedli.ngs have 
-9 ... 
fru.i ted in Amerio.a in the last 300 years and many valuable selec-
tions have been made from these seedlings• In 1869 the Downings~ 
listed 1856 va.:rtet:t.es o:f apIJlea in °The Fruits and Fruit-trees of 
America." The origin of 1'12 of these is 111ot known. 585 are of 
:foreign origin, and 1099 are of Americ,an ~rigin. Bea.oh ( 5) 
points out that the apples ·o'f dominant importance in New York 
state at the ~resent time, i.e.,. the Bald~1n, the Rhode Island 
Greening, and the northern Spy are either o:f New York or New Eng...: 
land origin. Al though large numbers of Eur-O:J?Oan varieties have 
been tried in America, few now remain. Itt this connection l3eaeh 
gives a general rule,,. 11 tbe varieties or1g:Lna.ting in any seotion, 
probably be<:ause they have· been S"0leoted dn account of their 
oa.pa.oity to fit the conditions, gradually 1supersede-those brought 
in from the outside." 
By 1850 the fruit tree nursery trade had grown consider-
ably and it be·oeme the ,common practice t-0, jplant orcherds with 
grafted trees :from the nurseries. Beginning in the deea.de, 850-
1860. eommeroial apple growing began to develop ra idl7. This 
development has continued until at the pre~ent time thero is a 
commercial apple production in the United States averaging over 
25,ooo.ooo barrels a. year and a tf)t$1. apple prnduett.on averaging 
well over 50,000,000.. The varieties that znake E.E ~ vast apple 
crop ~ _2! American origin with the exception of a few varieties 
o'f minor 1mporta.nee which were introduced from Europe. 
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Am>le Breeding fpr the Upper M1ss1asipEi Vallez. 
fJ!he development of the apple on the Atlantic coast was 
:followed by a similar deve1o·pment in the Central and Midweat:ern 
states~ O:f the apple in Iowa, Lantz. (42} states. nThe pioneer 
history of Iowa contains many interesttng accounts o:f the agri-
culture of this state which ohronicle· the repeated planting and 
failiire of p-n.et.ioally all o:f the old standard e.a.stern and Euro-
pean varieti&.a and kinds of frui ta, ':fhes.e pioneer ho:rticul turistP 
soon crune to recognize the limitations Which were imposed by the 
climatt:e oonditiona of this region." It dan be tJeen from this 
.statement that the history of the development of the apple in the 
East was largely revea.ted in the Upper l'Uosissippi Vnlley. 111'.he 
imported varieties were found in both oaseia to be unsuited to 
the new environment. 
This situation demands new varieties o:f applca for the 
Middle West and especia.lly for the northern aree of this regionjt 
As y.et the list of well adapted apples 'for this region consists 
of numerous hardy summer and fall varietie~. and a fe v winter ap-
ples which are not of standard red color and q,ua.11ty. Considerable 
thought and energy are being expended to devel<>p new winter e~pplea 
of high quality. The origination 0£ new varieties of apples f or 
the UJJper Mississippi Valley was early recqmmended by Budd,. Patten 
and other8: who were pio,ne-ers in this w Grk - whose names will al-
ways be associated with the history and development of fruit 
breeding in this region. 
The Upper Mississippi Valley or Great :Plains region of 
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the Middle West is well defined by Bea.ch as that region bounded 
on the west by the Rocky Mountains, on the south by the Platte 
River do-wn to wher e 1 t flows into the Missouri a :few miles be-
low Omaha, and by a line running eastward to the. eastern bound-
ary of Iowa., and thence to- the most southern point of r~ake 
Michigan. From this southern limit the line extends northward. 
to the Cant\dian border and beyond in a rather undefined way 
into the agricultural di~triets 0£ the Grea t Plain~ in Canada . 
' Throughout the southern portion of this region many of the 
·common va.rieti&s of apples succeed fairly 1ell, but nearly all 
are subject to considerable winter injury so that it is rare to 
find an o-rchard of bearing age 1th a per:feat stand of trees., 
There is real demand f'or netJ high qu,nlity winter apples prefer ... 
ably with red oolor 1hich a.re not subject to the common :fo:rma 
of winter injury. 
Present Status of Ap;ele Breeding in the United 
States and Canada. 
The apple breeding erk noiv under way at. the Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment StatiGn consists in growing large 
numbers of cross-bred seedlings of knO\'ln parentage first for 
the purpose of sciontifio study o:f the transmission of horedi ... 
tary characte :::s ·and second i:or the development -of superior D.PJ>le 
varieties. At the present time aipp:roximat,ely i.200 mature 
cross-bred seedling apple trees produced under the direction 
0£ the late s. A. Beach are growing in the liorth Orchard near 
Ames. In 1924 and 1925 approximately 5~000 cr.oss- bred seedlings 
o:f various ages produced in the years 1'916· 1922._ inclusive , •. were 
planted in the trial orchard on the new horticultural tract south 
of Ames. 
Anothe:r large group o:f seedlings is loeated a.t the 
State Frtlit Breeding .Fsnn, ChArles City, Iowa.. where, afte·r con-
siderable culling o."f inf'erior seedlings, there remain standing 
between two and three theusand cross-bred S.P'Ples of fruiting age. 
Of the younger seedlings at the Oharles City station the seed 
bed oounte give the :following numbers of trees: 
1924 seed brtcl ------------- 1,652 seedlings. 
1925 seed bed ------------- l , 378 seedlings. 
The· total number of apple S·&edlings u.ndor observation 
at the Iowa Station is therefore well over 11.000 trees. As a 
high percentage of this large group o:f cross--bred apples is not 
of bearing age. their fru.i ting is looked forward: to with much 
tntereat e.s in their breeding is incorporated all of the best 
information d.eveloped from the ini tia.1 work. 
In a review -0f the fruit breeding work of oth~ ste.t~s 
the work o:f the Minnesota Agrieul tural Experiment Station is 
:found to be extensive, In a report of the Minnesota. Fruit Breed ... 
ing Farm for 1925 Haralson (29) states that a total o:f 20._150 
apple ae·edlings be.Ve been grown sinee the farm wa.a established. 
Of these trees., 10;650. wer,e living in 1925. Four seedlings have 
been introduced as new varieties. Breeding work is nlao being 
done with strawberries. ra.sphe:rriea. blackberries, dev1berries, 
qui-rants, gooseber:rie$ 19 grapes .. plums.- cherries., peaches, pea.rs,. 
and ce:rtain other fruits. At the time of the report 27, 960 
seedlings of these fruits {including tho apple} were living and 
in all 32 new varieties have been introduced.. 'l'he new plums 
originated, named., and introduced arc rapidly b-ecomi.ng of con-
siderable importance both for domestie and commercial planting 
in Minnesota. and the adjacent states. 
The apple breading investigations of the Illinois 
Agr1eultural Expe.riment station were reported by Crandall (13) 
1n 1921 a.a follQWS~ "Jleginning in 1910 the Illino-is Station ha.s 
ea.eh year gr01.vn a varying quantity of apple seedlings from seeds 
from controlled. pollinations. Tha-re have been ttsed in the 
orosses 44 orchard va:r1et1es am 47 crabs or ora.b-like forms 
representing na.ti ve and introduced ape-oie.s and va.ri.e ties of tbe 
Genus Malus . Nearly 1400 different combinations of parents have 
been attempted • • . . . . • eeed1.ings n-O\'V living are from approxima.te-
ly 700 diffe:rent parental c~mbins.tions." 
Extensive fruit breeding w-0rk has been done at the 
South Dako,ta Agricultural Experiment Station. In 1917 Hansen 
(28) reported, '1.After raising io.ooo apple seedlings I still 
have nothing great to offer you. but a large lot of new seed-
lings are coming on along ne line.a o:f pedigree." Haneen has 
used the native erab extens1voly in crosses with the oommon 
apple. Probably his best new .apples are Goldo and Anoka. Anoka 
is an early bearer. is hardy. and is meeting w1 th great favor 
in South Dakota. 
t ·~· -
Hansen i .s also doing notable work i obtaining other 
hardy fruits inclttding the pl.um, grape, cherry and pear. Of 
the numerous varieties of plums. developed by Hansen. five of 
the most important a re Hanska, Waneta, Ke.Mn-ta, and the sand 
cherry qroseee, OpatS;. nnd Sapa. These· pl:wns have proved of 
great nlu~ to the ho:rticul tu:re o:f the Nol:'thern Great Pla.1na, 
and a.re leading varieties in many s~otiona of this area. 
Red:rick and Wellington: ·c 33) of the New York Agricul-
tural. Experiment Station f Geneva) gave descriptions in 1912 of 
148 croas..,;bred a.:pple seedlings resulting :from 11 crosses. They 
discuss· the apparent germinal makeup of several of the pa.rents. 
!his inveatig.a.tion, inaugurated by '.B ach. was one of the p1oneex-
so1entific apple b.recding projeo·ts in America.. Again in 1924 
1,"fellington ( 59) reported on 1. 968 se:ed1ings of known parenta.ge 
giving extens.1ve data on tree e.nd :fruit characters. performance 
of es.ch cross. and the p.rol>able gametic oomposi ti on of the :par ... 
ent.a . There are ms.ny seedlings growtng at the station which 
we:re not Q.eal t with in thi£f :repo~t'. 
Apple breeatng· tnvestigations have been in progress 
in Canada :f.or nearly :fol"ty years. Be~inning with th~ hybridiz-
ing o'f l?yl"Us baocata. with the he.rd.1est varieties ot the common 
apple in 1894* the Dominion EJtperimental Farms have grown gr.eat 
numbers of o.ppl.e tteedl-1ngs for trial. Up to 1919 some 75,000 
seedlings had been produced 1n etiJ.Ste:rn Canada from seeds of 
hardy apple varie-tie:s. These were planted f or trial at sev-en 
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experimental atat1.ons on the Canadian prairies. !n 1898 se~d 
was sown from winter varieties of a:ppleo fruited at Ottawa with 
2.000 aeedlings :resulting,, and from these a.eedlings the follow-
ing six vs.rtetles have be.en selected and are. recommended f or 
planting.: Melba, Jcyee., P·edro .• Patricia., J..,obo and Mendel.. In 
1921 De.vis (19} reported that a series of inte-resting a.m p:romis-
1-ng cross-bred apples was then eom!ng into: be.a.ring. These s~ed­
lings a.re the result of cont.rol1e-d erosses betVJeen suoh varie-
ties as Cox Orange,, Grimes, Gi-avenate-1.n, DeJ..ieious, .King. and 
Bel.l-efleur. with :t!eintosh, Weal thy, Fameuae, Duehess o.f Olden ... 
bux-g, and Yellow Transparent aa hardy ve.r:teties,. 
The prine1pnl <tbj&oti.ves of the apple bre.e·ding invea-
tigntions aarrl.ed on at the Iowa station are as :follows: (l) lfue 
ilevelo;g;ment of principles upon which to base future breeding 
work. (2) The origination of su:Perior apple· varieti~s edE1pted 
to thl!l Upper Mississippi Valley. The first objective is consid-
e:re.d of more importance and should prove of value t .o all :fruit 
breeders whethe r they be oarl'ying on their investigations in the 
Upper M1asisoippi Valley or in other sections. 
'!'he method of attack in the Iowa Breeding p.rGgrarn con-
sists essential1y in s. scie.ntifiu study and systemati.o selection 
of eeedling.s reaul ting from erosses of knO\'illl parentage. Exp.eri-
enoe with a.ppl.e varieti-es is essential in the choice a.nd combin• 
ation of these parents and later in a classification and select-
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ion of their progenies. 
The methad follow,ed in producing these seedlings of 
known parentage depe11ds on the :production of cross-bred seed. 
Pollen is obtained. a abort tlme before the petal.a unfold in the 
spring from chGsen varieties. Flowers that are still unopened 
on other selected varieties are then emasculate.d (stamens remove<1r l 
a.nd pollinated by ha.nd. !he fruit subsequently developing. is 
allOcWed to hang until ripe or ov:er-ripe after which 1 t is picked 
and th~ seeds removed. In Februat-y the seeds a.re given special 
treatment including soaking in several changes of olenr water. 
and stratifiea.tion in sand. outdoors in a p.rotect.ed location 
under burlap c·<l'Vers. 
The planting of the. stratified seeds is done, o.s soon 
as the ground ¢an be worked in th& erpring. in seed beds o:f' light, 
friable, well drained soil.. The b-eda are boarded on all sides 
and the soil is raised three inches above the surrounding level. 
The seeds a.re planted three-four·tha inches deep. four inches 
apart in the row. with the !'owa on~ foot ape.rt. After remaining 
in the seed bed two yea.re the trees a.re removed and :planted in 
the nursery row where they 7:amain another two yet.i.ra, certn.in 
trees romatning even longel" if not of auff ic ient eize to be 
planted in the trial orchard. In the trial orchard in the new 
horticul tura.l traet aouth of Ames tho seedling trees have ooen 
set at a distanco of at fe~t x lsi- foot {Z20 trees to the ucre.) 
., ~·~ 
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Vigor of tree is one oi' the most important eharacter-
isties of a variety. Le.eking vigor. no apple variety ean sucoee.d 
even though its f:ru.i t may be superio.r in all re~pects. Cross-
bred progeni s have shown marked di:f:t'erenc s in tiverage vigor. 
Since Vigo:r of tree is an important characterietie. this study 
a.a designed to determine which varieties and combinations of 
va.ri tiea produce vigorous trees as compared with those whi-ch 
produce trees of 1.ese vigor. In .other words., whioh varieties 
ean be depended upon to produoe trees of au.pexio:r or desirable 
vigor. 
KnQ ledge of the breeding behavior o-f parent varieties 
in regard to vigor is of great importance. Keeping quality, 
color" and other charaote-ristics are also of importance .. but if 
most of the individuals of a. :progeny are o:f low vigor. they must 
be discerded for that one factor alone. Thio seriously limits 
the possibi.lities ot' selection as regards the frnit characteris• 
tics such as size. color, que.lity and season. 
To gain this definite information a sttldy has been made 
ot nearly 5 ,000 cross-bred apple trees representing 175 parental 
co binatioua. Through geneTe.l observations and detailed measure-
ment:s tlle progenies have all been analyzed with a view to deter-
mine i:f pQssible which varieties transmit desirable vigor. 
Jones (4} emphasizes the importance of progeny tests 
in the follo-wing statement, "The basing of sele:etion .of the par• 
ents on the per:f'orma.nce of their progeny.. and not upon their own 
a..-.c 
appearance'• is the,r efore a :fundrunental -principle in plant and 
animal improvement." 
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REVIEW 01!, TH E LITIDRATURB. 
Literature on General Genetics. 
Soien~ifi c fruit breeding is a recent development and 
the origination of superior :fruits is a slow :process; conse-
quently 11 ttle of s technical nature has been publiahe·d. to date 
on fruit breeding investigations. Reports on investigations in 
size inberi tance in :field crops havoe been reviewed in add ition 
to 1h e fru:i t breeding literature obtainable. Letters sent out 
to several geneticists and hortioulturiats brought replies that 
have been of value in gaining a clearer understanding of the 
problem in hand and in answering a few of the :perplexing qu$s-
t:i ons. 
The genetics of the transmission of vigor bas been 
much more fully studied in other :plants than in the tree fruits 
and hence sbould prove of value in any genetic atudy of the 
apple •. In a. genetic atud.f of plant hei@lt in the common bean, 
Phaseolus vulgarls. Emerson (24) points out that there are two 
primary gen-etic :factors influencing the height of the bean 
plants. These :faotore infl.uencing the height ot the plants are 
known as determinate and indeterminat·e ·types of growth. Those 
bean plants with the determinate babi t of growth become bush 
types; those with the indeterminate habit, pole types .• In de-
sori bing crom:Je s wi thin each of the types, Emerson says • nThe 
intermediate hei~t in F1 and the wide range of variation in F2 
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from s ol"oss be tween two bush beana or between two p-0le beans 
of different heigh ta,_ are interpreted in accordance vli. t h the 
multiple-fa.ctor hypothesis, which po.stulates tbat heredi taey, 
quantitative differences are due to two or more non-dominant. 
independently inherited factor.a." In respect to the size fac-
tors themselves , he states. "It aeema probable, then. that wi t'h-
in any one SJ;eQies,_ and with respect to the aame plant part. 
great quanti ta ti ve d1 :ff ereno es are in general due tG many fac-
tors end small quantitative differenaea to one- or to a few 
faetors, though of course it is not mmtained that all size 
factors. even in this reatrieted case, necessarily have equal 
value. 11 
Hayes {32}., in :reporting on inheritance in tobacco , 
sf ts r a study o:f the number of leaves per plant , height of plant, 
average area of leaf, and length of le-a£, makes the following 
statement. 110ur results are. entirely in aocord w1 th the Mendelian 
interpretation a:f quantitative charaoters, much as the s ize of 
various plant organs. by the bypothasis that a multiplioi ty of 
faotors exist, each independently inherit~d and capable of add-
ing to the charact&r, the heterozygous condi tio.n being half the 
homozygoua.u 
From a oare:ful genetic study of linkage between aiz.e 
and color of fruit of the tomato, Lindstrom (45) reports tbat 
the ~vidance obta in.ad, •1points rather clearly to the faet tbat 
beredi tary fact.ors for size characters ~epend on the sane 
chromosomal mecbaniam which ao completely determines the nature 
of aolor inberi tsnoe." 
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Jones f4) states that ev( ry factor which influ~nces 
growth may indi;eeotly affect height~ The intexnode length, 
number of internodes, the root development-. amount and quality 
of the cblo-rophyll, and the fibe 1·s in the stem a.re all concerned 
with height in some way and their interdependence :further com-
plicates the matter. He pointa out that seedlings of practical-
ly all vegetatively propagated plants show great variation and 
in nearly all 'cases are markedly inferiGr to the parents in 
most respects. Re believes this to be positive evidence that 
sueh vegetatively propagated plants owe much of their product-
iveness to hybrid vigor or heterosis. 
Concerning the botanical classification o:f the appl-e , 
Hedrick ( 35) states that there are thirty or mar: e species o:f 
. 
apples and c-rab apples but only Pyru.s Mal.us and Pyrus haocmta 
(era'ba.pple) a.re of great pomologieal interest. 'lhe now general-
ly accepted classifi-c ation of the eornmon apple is l>yrus r.Ialus, 
IAinn. ~.be genus Pyru.a !a one of abo-ut 90 gen,era which go to 
make up the Rose family. An attempt ha.s been ma.de to divide the 
species llalua into bota.nicaJ. varietie.s. The three botanical 
vari-etiea given arEn fl) Variety sylveatris, Linn. ; (2) Variety 
pumila.. Henry •. (Moat cul titrated apples are referred to this 
group which 1s native to southea·ste:rn Europe and western Asia) i 
( 3) Variety a.stracanica. Loud" Concerning the ox-igin o:f Pyru.a 
I.talus, Redrick says that it is probable that oultivated apples 
have come from the fusion through hybridization of tv10 or pos-
sibly three distinct species . 
~e recent work of Shoemaker ( 54} t ( 55) ~ may thxow 
some light on the origin 0-f the common apple species_. From a 
study of microsporogeneais in Staym.an ~1inesap and Delicious, he 
eonclu.des that spme of our common appl·es may have originated 
from hybridization of the 0-rigina.l species or by mutation. The 
Delicious variety wa~ :found to have regular microsporogenesis, 
but Btayman Winesap showed irregu1ar microsporogeneais with un-
paired chromosomes a f eature. Sho.ema.ker comments as follows 
"Tbe Goouxrence of both bivalents (chromosomes) and univalents 
i n Stayma.n flinesap probably indicates that two quite different 
sets of chromosomes have entered into the nuclee.r constitution 
o:f tbie variety., Where they ea.me :frot::1 is a matter of conjecture." 
;,:oms (40) states, "Of all the cul tive.ted plants. the 
rosacecus f'ni ts give the most unmistakable evidence of having 
been developed by means of species hybridiZ"ation. Some thirteen 
wild spaciee of apples ejtiSt in the temperate regions of the 
?Iorthern Hemisphere. Many o.f these have characters which en ... 
tered into the makeup of this wil!ely cultivated fruit." 
~he apple has been cultivated since early history in 
India. , Cashmer e ., and northern China according to Redrick { 35). 
Carboni zed apples have been found in the ancient lake habi ta-
tions of S\1itzerlanl. The apple has nmv become the most va.lu ... 
able fruit plant of the temperate r egions ...G:f- the vJorld. 
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Literature on Fru,it BreediUS Investigations .. 
!he Iowa Agl"icul tural Experiment Sta.ti on .• since i ta 
inueption, llas. taken a leading part in the work of fruit breed ... 
lng. In 1882 Gibb of Canada and Budd of the Iowa Station ~ade 
a search in Ru.aaia and :northern Europe for hardy apples. Many 
of the vari tiee obtained on this trip were d1$tributed in the 
Upper Miasi·saippi Vc1ley for trial~ Other agencies malr..ing large 
. . 
importations o:f Rns.sia.n apples were tho Unite-d St ates DepartJIDnt 
of Agricultnre 8lld the Central Experimental Fa~a, Ottawa. Canada. 
Kost of these varieties fo.iled to meet al!. re quirements as first 
clss.s commercisl. varieties although they are a distinct addition 
to Ame.ria·an hortieul ture be-ea.use of thtlir hardiness on the 
p-rair1es-. their produativ.ene.ss. and value as foUildation material 
f ,Q.r further breeding. 
In the apple breed:ing studies now in progress at t.he 
Iowa station, Lantz (42) report.a the following li.nes of inves .. 
tigation as most pro.fl table: ( 1) studies in propagation. in .. 
eluding the germination of seede, vigor of oeedlings, health 
and growth habits , foliage cha.rooters, and hardiness of the seed• 
lings in the nursery; (2) n studl of seodlingf$ in the oroherd 
as to the.tr vigor, health, habit~ har.d.ine2s . and fruiting; (5) 
a s't;udz o:f the ch a.:tac ter o:f , the. seedling flmi t. 
An investigation carried ou.t by Lantz ( 43) on tho effect 
of inbreeding o:f the apple, -On the vigor of the resulting seed-
lings •. showed .a reduction in vigor au.bse-quent to inbreeding which 
in ·many pl'Qgeni"GS iva.s so- marked that few aee-d.lings made good or ... 
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cha.rd trees.. In the IJcintosh x Longfield line there appeared to 
'be a partial domimmce :fol" vigor whereas in the Salome :x Jonathan 
line there ap:pcn.red to be a partial dominance for a la.ck of vigo:r. 
Lantz po.iuts out that to establish purity :fo :r vigoT o. selection 
of the :phe.notYPeS shawing superior vigor must be made :for the 
sister and bxo.thor and bno:k crosses in ach succeeding gencn:ation. 
Dorsey (21) of the Minnesota station reporting on Z,897 
epen pollinated Malinda seedlings states that 1,903 trees pr 
nea.~ly 50 f;ercent ~ere disoarded early in tho investigation be-
cause of "'Vild type or stunted growth . « Dorsey nnd Bushnell ( 22) 
:rec ntly ~ei>~rted o-n the inhari tanae of' hardine-s-z in "the plum. 
In a diacuasion of their results,,_ they point out .. nBy referring 
to the various combinations- in the tables it will be seen, in 
gene 1·al that \iherB hardine·sa is present in bothmparcnts. tho 
progeny a.re hardy; \?here both parents s.r& tender the progeny are 
tender. and that where extxmnea are encountered in tho hardiness 
of the parents. gradations in h3:t'diness occur in the progeny, al-
though tho intermediate individuo.ls arc not typically represented 
as oould be expected in an uninterrupted series of mu.ltiplo 
faotors . 'lt 
CmndsJ.1 (17) of the Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station gives the f'ollo\"ling as his general impressions from . ob-
001-vatj.ons of seedling growt h,. "Tho chief' impression is that e.11 
degrees of vigor may be obtaine·d from ulmost any apple cross . 
\7ealt seedlings occur in c1~oea-es :tram two vigorous peronta as well 
as from arosses where both parents lack vigor or wher e one parent 
• . I 
is e:rooaed 'W1 th a we-a.k parent. I oan seo no reason why this 
condition should not be expected· because o'f the unknown ances-
try of the parents we us·e." He :reports (15) the.t the following 
groupa o-:f sae-dlings resulting from ffvi-ole11t '1 c.rosses. exhibited 
an excess of vigor :from the ho ginning: Tolman x Mn.l us lo:ringo, 
Tolm.an x Mal'U$ a:troeanguinea, and Rome Beauty x Mo.lus flo:t-ibuuda .. 
Vfellington (.59) r epGrted in 1924 on apple bree-ding in• 
vestigation in whioh he gsve detailed data on 1,832 Ft seedling 
trees, ·68 F2 {selfs}, 1 Buldwin self (?}, und · 57 F2 . In making 
the cross-ee 29 va.riet1es were use,d -each with some def111i te pur.-
pose in Vieu b-ased on apparent .characteristics.. In r egard to 
the t:ranamis.sto.n o:f vigor,. he 'found that Red Canada x Delicious 
and \'/inter Banana. x Delicious gave vigorous. progenies while 
\~/ealthy imp.o.:rted ''large to small tree size, vigo-.cous to weak 
growth.0 Re found tha t in crosses involving Mcintosh one may 
elq>ect a large proportion of strong, Vigorous seedlings. He 
goes on to sa:y. "The crosses vary greatly in the number o:f large 
and vigorous trees to emall and weak trees, but usually a f e ·.-; 
small weak types a.pp.ear in every cross , Which indicates that 
varieti"Ss o:f apples carry gametes for weak o:r: dwa.r:f.-like trees 
as well as gametes for strong Vigorous trees. These gametes for 
weak growth behave as reces2ives to gometes f or vigorous growth, 
but the ratio in which they appear in the different crosses can 
not be ex:pressed by o.ny simple Mendelian. formula . " 
In reviewing the resulta of inbreeding on apples and 
grapes •. \lWllington (60) states that nearly all of the selfed 
"" 
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e~edlings of gra)?&S and a pples have possessed little vigor., al-
though a 'Very f ew vigottous grapes have be€n ob;trained by thia 
e_ystem.. Species crossing of a.p})les ha .. s not oo en practiced at 
the Geneva station as it has be~n thought that more ra~id progress 
~ 
could be ma.de by use ot the best varieties evailable •. 
Vlelling'ton ( 60} concurs 1n the opinion that in general, 
the young vigorous seedlings maintain their vigo-r in the orchard. 
Extensive apple breeding work carried on in Canaua has 
been reported on :from time to time by Ma.coun., Davis. Palmer. m d 
others of the Dominion Experimental Farms. 
A report on apple br~cding in Canada would not be com-
plete with.out mention of Doctor Saunder•e hybrids,. eJ:iie-f aipong 
which are the Columbia and Osman varieties.. These ba.rdy hybrids 
are selections from the F1 p-rogeny of l'yrn:s bacceta x Pyrus Malus 
(hardiest varieti~s }. 1".he er0:sses were ne.de in 1894 by the late 
Doot{)r "Nilliam Se.undersf then D:irectGr of the Dominion Ejtperi:ment-
al Farms. The varieties named are very hardy and the ~ruit is of 
fair quality mt of small aize . 
M.aeoun (46) in discussing prepotenoy of parent varieties 
suggests the follo\Ving breeding sys tom, "To produo-e an apple hav-
ing certain characteristics , as regards hardiness, vigor. and 
productiveness of tree:, and quality. size. and appearance of 
fru.i t,. sow seeds of varieties having most of the characteristics 
desi red . n Macoun ·f49) finds tha.t the Mcintosh is the parent re-
sponsible for the largest proportion of promising seedlings • 
.Northern Spy in combination has also given a numbe r of promising 
aeedli ngs . 
-.2'1-
Valuable fruit breeding \70rk is being don~ at the Vine-
lnJld Sta.ti on, CanMa. Pal.Dler t 51) states that genetic studies 
u.t this station aro neoe-ssartly secondary,. except inso·:f•r as the 
observation of gross characters may simplify fUture breeding. 
Davis ( 20) Chie£ Aaaistant at the Central Experimental 
Farm,. Ottawa. stresses the value of :progenies o-f high a"Vorage 
vigor btHlause in fruit breeding work ~igor 1.s one eas4ntial. 
a:e ,points out that if a high percentage of the seedlings of a 
given progelJl" a.re lacld,ng in vigo:r,. those trees must be discard-
ed wi'thout further trial o.n ooeount of that one <leficiency, 
thereby 11tni ting the possibilities with regnrd to o-ther eha.rac-
ters. In 1:0gard to perrlianeno-e of' vigor exhibited in young 
tree-a, Davi.s says obaervati.ons ehow that trees Vigorous in the 
nursery continue to be vigoxotts aa they gr.ow older. 
A rep<>rt by Auahtett {2} ·Of ~ryland on 1 , 073 cross-
bred and open po!llinated apple seedlings gave detailed notes 
on frttit charaeters. In crosses in which one parent had long 
fruits anl the other short, the fruit of the rcsul ting seedlings 
we L'e long i n most cases.. !n a cross of JellGrJ Transpa rent x 
Early Ripe {yellow fru.i ted vnrieties) one o:f the seedling progeny 
bore solid red apples apparently sho ing a heterozygous condition 
:for red eolor in one or bo·tb pe.r-ents. 
Variability in -01t:rua ~dlings has been given consider• 
able study a t the Citl"'tLs Experiment Station,. Riverside, Ca.li:for-
nia. :1ebber f.56) :finds that seedling& from certain trees are 
more variable than seedlings from other trees. Re states, "An 
' ' · . 
examination of swece-t and sour orange a.eedling stock,_ such as is 
used :fo-r buddi,ng, showed the 11rasenoe of many Widoly different 
types. Some· of these type-a were propagated and the trees at the 
end of four and one-half years etill show the same marke(l dif:fe r -. 
enee. Some a.re fully :five times as large as others. n \'lebbor has 
found· that large, nedium. and small citrus trees have retained 
the ix relative position when grown for the first four years and 
states that there is strong evidence to believe that they will 
continue to retain the same differences. 
Frost (26) working at the same sta.tion,points out that 
a.s oitru.a seeds are polyembryonic {containing adventitious, non-
fertili zed embryos ) ,, a thorough geneti a analysis o:f Citrus is 
the ore ti cal ly impo sai hle. In commenting on vari ab1 li ty., he 
says n1mlen. however, some Fi hybrids are vigorous and some fe ·ble, 
1.t may be inferred that the pa.rents are heterozygous and that 
.some progeny oombinations of genes are markedly more favore.bJe 
than <>thers .. ,., 
Brown l 7) in studies carried 011 at Wisconsin found that 
.. 
fit?i>-
la:rg~ ~'leal th.y apple fruits from st2'o.ng flpurs have considerably 
larger seeds thn.n small f:rui ta borne on rnak spurs a.m tb.at the 
eeed from the lar~r .apple when oompa.rod to thut from the smaller 
apples showed a greater speed of ~e~inatiop, and a slieb:tlz 
higher per<.."Snt of germine.tiQn .. and tho. t the r < sul ting seedlings 
showed a greater rate of growth, at least in the early stages. 
The eeedlings from the large fruits rotainetl their larger size 
at the end of two months growth. No :record is given ·Of the 
later development of these seedlings. 
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Hatton ( 30) of 'lh,e East Malli!lb Research Stationt 
England, has investigated the vigor of the 'layered or Paradise 
apple stocks. He has found that the Paradise stocks of Europe 
reprosent 17 dif'.ferent · va.rieties. the nomenclu.ture of V!hich is 
badly mixed. Although the Paradise stocks were reported to 1:e 
d arfing, yet when grown alongside tho common ncTab,, stocks many 
ere ahown to have noxmal vigor. A seg:regation and grouping 
O: the .2a.radise stoclre by Hatton as to outstanding influences 
on sci on development revea.ls. the foll ov1ing types: (a) very 
dwarfing; (b} semi-dwari'ing; (c) vigorous; (d) very vigorous. 
That the:re are differeno.es, in vigor of varieties has 
been shown by French (25) of the Yassachusetts )..gricultural 
Experiment Station. He obtained comparable measurer.ients of one 
year old nursery trees or 12 different varieties of apples . Tl:e 
varieties ranked as follot?s in s.verc.ge height. 
Height Meas.urernents. of One Year Old Apple Trees. 
Average of Measurements tak-en :for the same 
varie.t1es in :four different seasons. 
Variety lleiS3:t in cm. 
Tompkins King ............... 164.12 
Baldwin •••••••••••••••.•• ., • 155 . 98 
Fall Pi ppin .............. . .. 136.86 
Rhode Isl and Greening . . . . • • 136. 50 
Delicious •• ..••. •. • ••••.••• 136.02 
Uc.In tosh • • . • . • • • • • • . • • . • • . • 133. 58 
Northern Spy •.•.•.••••••••• 133.26 
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Variety Height in c~. 
' 
'tel1ow Transparent .... ._ ..... . 
V1ealthy 
Wagener 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . 
125.94 
119.26 
118.31 
Red Astrachan • • • • ... • . .. • ... • .• • • • 115. 24 
Oldenburg ..................... 114.31 
MATERIAL AND ?JETRODS. 
Material. 
!his investigation repl"Elsente a study of 4,604 cross-
bred apple seedlings ranging from 4 to 9 years of age and re-
presenting 175 parental com.bi.nations. These trees were planted 
in the orchard in 1924 .... 1925. The age groups a:ra distributed as 
follows: 
Seed Borne. 
1917 
1918 
1919 
19Jt0 
1921 
1922 
Tots.l for six series 
Number 01: Seedlings. 
1091 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
585 
206Z 
264 
205 
396 
4604 
The different sized progenies e.re distributed as follows : 
Size of l'roge& 
Less than 10 trees 
N-umbe~ of ~rogenies lfumb'er o.f Tro es • 
Ten to 29 treas, (incl-) 
Thirty trees or more 
Totals 
94 
3.3 
48 
175 
369 
561 
3674 
4604 
!he parenta used in the crosses can be conveniently 
group.ed into three classes,. namely. (1) Varieties of .American 
. . 
origin such as Delicious,, Jona.than,. Mo-rth\.vestern Greening., and 
many oth:e;rs. ( 2) Ve.rie-tiea of Russian ortgin,. .Antonovka,. Anisim. 
and Oldenburg. { 3} Cross-bred varieties of known parentage. The 
:parenta~ o:f the varieties in this l a tter group is given in the 
following table •. 
Parentage o'.f Ct-oss-brod a.ppl~a of Geneva, Patten and Ames s er:ie s .. 
Varieties and numbered se-edlings 
h.:fton 
Ames 411 
n 427 
,, 430 
n 446 
Parentage • 
Vol:f River x Harrington 
Ribernal x Delicious 
Bessie (unguarded} 
Roman s tem x :veal thy 
\'k:>lf River x Rarr1nt:; ton 
JJ 
" 
463 
471 
Colorado Or ..... nge x Jonathan 
lto-rthwestern Greening x dea.lthy 
ff 477 
" 5lZ 
Earlham 
Geneva ·45 
Ooloredo Orange x Allen 
Repka Malenka x Black Annette 
Colorado Orange x Allen 
Ben Davis x Mother 
*•" 
Vari€tiea and numbered seedlinge 
Geneva 58 
Hawkeye Greening 
Macy 
Monona 
Pe~tten 1000 
tf lOOZ 
tt 1011 
n 1013 
ff 1015 
n 1030 
Sharon 
:Parentage 
TWenty Ou.nee (unguarded( 
'fe:rmont seedling (unguarded} 
.Northwestern Greening x :iea.1 thy 
Wolf River x Harrington 
Roman stem (unguarded ) 
Pollen parent probably a 
Russian variety., 
Oldenburg !unguarded) 
Unknown parentage 
Twenty ounce (unguarded) 
Wilcox (unguarded) 
i-1 1cox (unguarded) 
Mcintosh x r,ongfi eld 
Longfield is a Ru.ssian Variety. 
A certain percentage of the seedlings were thrown out 
at the time of lining out of the seed bed trees in the nursery 
row . When the trees were planted in orchard locations, -consid• 
era.ble culling was done . A nmnbe:r of VJea.k trees which showed 
plainly that they would not thrive were discarded. 
This group of seedlings is now growing in orchard form 
on a 20 acre plot in the new horticultural tract south of Ames. 
The soil of this orchard is comparatively uniform. " ith the 
exception of a few narrow drainage ohaxmels~ the entire area is 
.... 33,... 
covered by Cle.rion Loam. 
M:eth0ds. 
In deciding on a measure o.f the observable differences 
in vigor of the seedlings. height of tree was taken as the most 
practical index of this characteristic~ Vigor, then., has le en 
assumed in thie study to be generally synonymous and associated 
with size of tree as indicated by the height of tha tallest 
branch. Individual trees however vary greatly with respect to 
the spread of the branehes and the volume o:f the to:Ps• Low 
height figures recorded fo!r vigorous but spxeading individuals 
tend ~o be counterbalano-e-.d by measurements o.f more upright trees 
VJi th possibly even less volmne o:;f tops. .In this connection,. 
the follo\'Jing statemen t of Chandler (B) points out the reJ.Ation 
of totaJ. growth to vigor, "With trees of the same size having 
like treatment,. the most vigorous tree will ma.Fe the greatest 
total growth .. '' 
~e grade of the trees as well as their vigor was 
take-n into account in this investigation. Readily observable 
di:ffe:renc.es 111 dcsi rsble and unde~irable grades of tree-s among 
the progenies wore very marked. TP gain definite information 
as to which parents and parent combinations were prod.ueing cer-
tain grades of trees in thei:r p:rog.eny all tho seedlings were 
classified by use of an arbitrary standard. 
Those trees which were. graded as Ve:ry Good htld. rm de a. 
terminal growth of 12 to 18 inches, were of good orchard habit , 
and were of the type generally rated by orchardists as very good 
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trees. The next g?"ade of trees rating Good had nn de a terminal 
-
growth of · :from 6•12 inches. ere s<Hi.mnhat leas vigorous, and in 
general ho.bit e.nd appearance were not equal to those rated as 
Ve:ry gootL. Those trees \'ihich were rated as Fair had ma.de a. ter-
-
minel growth of from 3-6 inehe-s. and were not of desirable or-
charcl type. '!Tees rated as Poor wer e making scarcely any ter-
·-
minal growth a11d were decidedly small of stature and weak. Many 
-Of the trees. in this group will do·ubtlea-s never roach bearing 
age. There weTe, howeveJ:· , some trees which were mek1ng long 
terminal g:ro-wths i1hich bees.use of c.ertain undesirable ha bi ts 
such as laggineas, or ~:r...cessi.ve brushiness, were not necessarily 
rated as .very Good , but were placed in one of the lower grades 
of trees. 
The hei@t measurement and .srsde of tree data w·era oh-, 
in the fteld a.a ·follows . Each tree was measured to the nearest 
three inch interval ttJ the the ti;p o:f the tallest branch and at 
the same time vm.a given one of the following grades: Vcq Good, 
Good. Fair, or Poor. 
- -
!fhe data :for each of the 175 progenies repl'esented were 
then analyzed. The data obtained on the progenies of less than 
10 individuals are considered. inadequate for purposes of analysis 
and therefore are not included in thl e re:po:rt.. Howeve r , they 
represont only 1 .a percent of the seedlings under study. Calcu-
lations f or the romaini.ng :progenies were as tollO\'lS: Mean 
height and. '.tts Probable Error; Standard Deviat.ion; Coefficient 
" 
of Variability and 1 ts :Probable ErrGr. For those progenies of 
30 seedlings or more, freque.nc=y distributionsof heif}ht classes 
and of treo gra:d.ea were prepared o:nd graphs constructed .based 
on peree11tage distribution. Formulas used in thie t1ork were 
PEm • 0.6745 S.D. 
-
-{n 
c .• V. "*· 100 s. D. 
-m 
PEov. = 0.6~ c. v .(V1+2 (~og·)2 ) Olllitting the tenn 
within the bracket when c~ v. equals lees than 10 percent.. In 
the ealculattons made in this study~ the br~cket as omitted 
hen c. V • equaled l ·ess than 15 percent. o.ft·er trial had shown 
differences between the. two, f0;rmulas were very small and negli-
gible in tbia 1nvestigat1Qn. 
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 
SimD:ficant Differences in Mean Ha1f5bts. 
A grouping of es.ah sariee of apple erosses in the 
order of their mean heights is shown in Tables 1 ... a. snd I-b 
and by Plates I•a, I-b~ and I-o. !his order would be slightly 
changed in some oases by the use o'f the probable errors in de -
termining statistical significance be·tween means. Jones (40) 
advises caution 1n the use of prob.able 11:rrors in the analysis 
of biological data . He point .s out, " ••••.•• the influences 
which affect the growth of living organisms are so numerous 
am complex that it is extremely difficmlt to secure even 
reasonably comparable re ults. a.nl tbat in drawing -0onolu.siona 
from biological experiments the probable error is not absolute · 
l;y r$liable and oan never take the place of a careful and im-
partial examination of tho results from all possible viewp.oints . "' 
Average heig,'ht varies markedly among the progenies. 
The meen height w1 th its probable -error is of distinct etatis-
tio:al importance in oomparing one progeny with another . When 
the diff erenoe in the mean heights be tween two progenies is at 
least 3 times the probable error of the mean d1 fferenee. the 
differenee m~ be considered aignif icant. fhe probable error 
of the mean difference was computed by this formula: PEmd :. 
-v (PEmA) 2 + (PEm3) 2 
This aaaure of sign.if icanc.e bas been applied to pro-
50 inches 60 70 80 90 100 
Seed borne in 1917 
Antonovka x Asl h.ton (14211) M 7 9 . 4 ±1 . 0 c . v . 15 . 8±. g ""O I-' 
Pl 
An +. ()'Yl("nT'lr~ Y' nA ~14246~ M 73 . 9!. 6 C. V. 17 . 5!. 6 i~irn1~ Ll91() c+ CD 
Antonovka x Ki w David ,142~5 l + 15 . 3!. 9 142 3 M 73 . 8-. 9 C. V. 
H 
I 
Pl 
. 
Antonovka x Gr mes (14240) M ~3 . 5 t 1 . 1 c . v . 1 t> . 6! 1 . 1 t-1 I-'• Cf) ""O 
c+ ~ 
Antonovka x Jo h.athan (14213) l ~ 71 . 5±1 . 4 c . v . 17 . 4%1 . 4 CD 0 p. Qtj 
CD 
Antonovka x Bl, 13.ck Oxford (142 l2) M 70 . 1 ±. 8 C . v. 16 . 7±. 8 I-'• l:$ :::J I-'• 
CD 
Northern Spy x Delicious (142 52) + J. + M68 . 6-. 4 c . 15 . 8-. 5 
0 CJ) C.,'l 
~ ()} p. 0 I 
CD H.> Pl 
Jonathan x Del cious (14204) v1 65 . 4 ±. 7 c . v . 7 . 3±. 7 ~ rt-
0 ~ 
H.> CD 
C::~1 /"'\mo v . Tl"\-no + han (14260) M 5 3 • 8! i • 2 c • v • 17 . 7 ~ 1 . ~ ~ I-' CD tO 
p I-' 
:::J -...J 
Seed borne in 1918 
::q § CD 
I-'· p, 
N. G. Delici01 (14806) M 71 + c . v • 16 . 9 ~ . 8 x ~s • 0-. 8 
'§. I-' 
rt- tO 
Cf) f-1 
en 
Patten 1003,JX >elicious (1475 5) M 71 . 0±1 . 4 C • v . 16 . 6! 1 . 5 (/) 
CD 
McMahon x Nortl :iern Spy (14766 ) M 70 . 6±1 . 1 c . J. 15 . 2 :!:1 . 2 ~ I-'· 
CD 
CJ) 
Anisim x Delic ous (14750) M 57 . o±. 4 c . v . 16 . 2±. 5 
50 inches 60 70 80 90 100 
Patten 1000 x 1el i c ious ( 1 !101 ::;) M 9!1 _ n ±l !1 C: v l ?i _FH:l . 1 
Antonovka x As hton (15034) M ~3 . 2±1 . 3 c.v. l !l . 1t. 4 
'"d 
I-' 
Pl 
Grimes x Anton t>vka (14859 ) M 99 . 9±. 9 c.v .. 13 . 6±. 7 Ci cT I-'• (!) 
(/) 
cT H 
Pewaukee x Old enburg (14819) ~ii 84 • 4± 1 • 2 c.v. 11 . 1±1 . 0 (!) I p, o' 
• 
I-'• 
Jonathan x Ant :movka (14912) .1 84 . 3±1 . 4 c. v. 15 . 2! 1.2 ::s '"d 
0 'i 
'i 0 
\ 
Patten 1011 x Ramsdel l Sweet ,15032) M 83 . 2± . 9 c.v. 9 . 6t. 7 
p, ~ 
(!) CD 
'i ~ 
14860, 
N. G. x Norther h Spy 1114837, :M + c.v. 17 . 0! 1 . o 15 52 83 . 1- 1 . 1 
1-1· I 
0 (!) VJ 
1-1,) (/) ()J 
I 
..,,. 0 o' ~ 
(!) 1-1,) 
N. G. x Harring !ton (14861) M 8 2 . 7±1 . 1 c.v. 14 . 7±. 9 Pl ::s cT 
~ 
::q (!) 
(!) 
N. G. x Grimes (14862) M 82 . 0:I: 1 . 1 C.V- 15 . 6±1 . o 1-1• I-' cg. c.o I-' 
cT c.o 
Nelson Sweet x Grimes (14867) M 82 . 0:!:1 . 2 G.V , .. 14 . 7t 1 . o (/) • (/) (!) 
+ Antonovka x De licious (14906) M 80 • 'r. 6 C • V. Q.4 . 2±. 6 
'i 
I-'• 
(!) 
(/) 
I 
Patten 1011 x belicious (1503 tl) M 79 . 9±.8 c. ly . 9 . s :t. 8 
Anisim x Bl . A hnette (15015 M 79 .. 6± • 6 c-:. v.. 1 ~ . 2±. 5 
Plate I - b cont i nued on next page . 
50 Inches 60 70 80 
Pewaukee x Deljcious (14932 ) 178 . 8! 1 . 1 c.v. J 3 . 3!. 8 
Patten 1013 x Ceneva 58 (1504~) M 78 . ot. 7 C. ' . 8 . 9±. 6 
(14850) 
Jonathan x Del · cious (14822 ) ~ 77 . 3! 1 . 1 C. V. 15 . 0±1 . 0 
Salome x NorthErn Spy (14852) M 77 . 2 ±. 7 c.v, l0 . 9t. 6 
Antonovka x Jorathan (14907) M 77 . 1±. 4 c.v. • 3 . 3-. 4 
Anisirn x Black Oxford (15021) M 76 . 9:. 7 c.v. 12 . 2±. 7 
(14l30 ) 4- .f. 
Harri rutton x Ncrthern Spy Cl4d55) M 76 . 4-. 7 c.v. 11 . 5-. 7 
Pewaukee x Nor he rn Spv (1485') M 75 . 4:.8 c •• 12 . 5±. 7 
Black Annette J Delicious (14\905) M 75 . l t. 6 c.v. 11 . 8±. 6 
Grimes x 1.'fuite Pippin (14858 ) M 74 . 5±1 . 6 C. V 19 . 6±1 . 6 
( 4853 ) 
Ramsdell Sweet x Harrin12: ton ( 4854 ) M74 . 4±1 . o c.v. 11 . 9±1 . 0 
Anisim x Hubba ~dston (15019) U 73 . 6±.8 c.v. 4 . 2±. 8 
90 100 
'"d 
I-' 
SlJ 
c+ 
(j) 
H 
I C.N 
o' Q') 
I 
,,....., 0 
0 
0 
::s 
() 
I-' 
~ 
0, 
CD 
p. 
..._,. 
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genies of each seriee of crosses to differentia.te between sig-
nificant differences in mean heights and those differenoes not 
due to heredi t.;v-. Aa vnriations in heii#l t are attributable in 
the main to genetic diff erences, i,.e.,, unequal inheritance, the 
valu~ -01. t h e detenninations are at once apparent. 
1lfl1lB the mean height of the oross. Antonovka x Ashton 
(14211) is signifiosntly greater than that of any other cross 
in the 1917 aeries. Likewise. the mean height of Antonovka x 
Delicious (14210; 14246) is significantly greeter than that of 
Antonovka x Black Oxford {14212}, Northern Spy x Delicious 
( l4262:rh, Jone. than ~ Delicious (14204), or Salome x Jonathan 
(14260), but not significantly greater than Antonovka x King 
Davis ( 14223; 14215), Antono17'ka x Grimes (14240~,. or Antonovka 
-~"- ..,,.. 
x Jonathan (14213).. Tbe oompar1sons just given, only apply to 
tho-ae :pro.~nies of 30 · or mors trees. Examination of the similar 
data on the smaller progenies {10-29 inclusive) should be made 
in connection wi tb t hese £igure a •. 
Of th& few 1916 crosses the m!l'an height of Northwestern 
Greening x De.li.cious (J..Q:806} and :possibly the !'leans of Patten 1013 
. 
x Delicious (14-755),. and McMahon x :Northern Spy .(14766) are sig-
nif ioantly greater. than that of .Anisim x Deliolons (14'1.50). 
In the 1919 series. trees of .Patten 1000 x Delicious 
( 15Q_l6). A.ntonovka x Ashton ( 16034), and Grimes x Antonovka 
( 14859) atand out as being significantly taller than those of 
all the other crosses of this aeries. l.ike\vise trees of the 
cross. Pewaukee x Oldenburg {14819) are significantly taller 
than those of the cross Patten 1011 x Delicious (15031) wbiGh 
co AliATIVE VIGOR AND 
3'7-a 
TA.&E 1- • 
VARIABILITY OF PROGENIES PRODUOED 
FROK DIFFERENT PARDlTAL 00 JlBI N.A!J.'I ONS 
ProgeDi s Presented in Order of Kean Height e 
(Thirt7 or more •••dling in each _.ogen7) 
z : lo. : No. : Per ... : 
:Breeding : trees: trees: cent • Kean • 
• lleoord • in : meaa-.: 11ring: Height • • 
Parmtas• : ium"r • nur-:ured ; Oot. : in • 
l :1926 1926 • • 1no:tiea 
AntonoTka x Aahton . • 14211 as.5: '19.4 ;t. l.O Antonovka x Delioioua • (14210 ; • • , • • 
• (1.4246 • 271 • 210 . 7'1.5: 73.9 l .6 • • • . A.ntonovka x King DaTid . (14221 i : : • • • 
• (14215 . 13' '16 l 4'7.8: 73.8 i .9 • • Antonovka x Grimes ; 14240 • 53 • 52 . 98.3: '73.5 ;I. l.l • • • J.ntonovka x Jonathan • 14213 • 84 • 36 • 42.8: '71.5 J; 1.4 • • • • Antonovka x Blaok Oxford t 1421. 2 • 163 • 136 • 83.4: '70.1 ;!;; .e • • • Northern Spy x Dolieious ~ 14262 : '705 • Z/6 . 39.2: 68.6 ~ 
·' 
• • Jonathan x Delieioua . 14204 • 332 : 133 • 40.1: 65.4 ;C .7• • • Salome x Jona~an : 14260 ; 21.0 : 38 : 18.l: 59.8 .± 1.2 
9eel '6orne t§~§ . 
1'. w. Greening x Delioioua : 14806 i 136 : 165 : '1'1.2: '71.0 ± .8 
Patten 1003 x Delioiou.a : 14'153 • 32 • 31 . 96.9: '11.0 ;I; 1.4 • • • 
Ko Ka.hon x llorthern Sp7 . 14766 • 40 • 60.'1: '70.6 ± 1.1 
" 
• .
Anisim x D•l1o1oua : 14'150 • 272 : 60.0; 67 .o ;I; ... • 
Patten 1000 x Delioioua . 15016 '76.0: 95.6 ~ 1.5 • Antonovka x Aahton : 15034 • 69 : 66 . 81.l: 93.2 ;I; 1.3 • • Grime• x Antonovka • 14859 • 98 • 87 . 88. 6: 89.9 ~ .9 • • • • 
PewaUke• x Oldenburg • 14819 . 36 : 30 • 93.4: 84.4 
" 1.2 • • .Jonathan x .A.ntonovka : 14912 • 40 • 39 : 97.~: 84.3 i l.4 • • Patten 1011 x Ramsdell s ... , t 15032 . 46 . 38 . 82· 6: . 83.2 i .9 . • • 
11. w. Greening x !orth•rn Spt • (14860 : • • : • • • 
• (14931 • • : • • • • • 
: (15052 . '74 : '13 • 98.6: 83.l ~ 1.1 • • 
!l. Greening x Barrington . 14861 : 86 • 56 ~ 65,0: 82.7 l 1.1 • • • • B. w. Green1ug x Grime• ; 14862 • 100 : !59 • 59 .o: 82.0 ;t 1.1 • • 
llelaon Sw••• x Gri•• • 1486'1 • 59 . 48 • e1.z: 82.0 ;i 1.2 • • • • AntonoTka x Delicious .. 14906 : llj2 . l4r4 : 94 ·": 80.7 ;!; .6 • • Patten 1011 x Delio1 oua ; 15031 • 55 • ~9 • 71.0: 79.9 ;t .a . • • 
• • 
• • 
: . • 
. • • • 
• s. D. ~ c. v. • • 
• • 
: 12.5 • • 10.8 .!. ~' : . 
• 
: 12.9 . 17.5 • .6 • 
• • : 
' 
11.3 : 15.3 ;t .9 
: 11.5 15.6 ~. 1.1 
: 12·4 • • 1'7.4 i 1.4 
• 13.l .. 16.'1 
" 
.a • • 
' 
10.8 • • 16.8 ;j; .5 
. 11.3 l'I .3 ;ot 
·' 
• 
. 10.6 • 1'1.7 .i. l.4 • • 
• ll.7 : 16.9 .t .a • 
. 11.8 16.6 ;I; l.5 • 
. 10.'7 . lt>.2 ;j; 1.2 • • 
. 10.s • 16.2 .t .5 • • 
; 1z,2 • • 13. 8 "' 1.1 
• 
• 14.l ; 15.l i .4 
: 12.2 : 13.6 i • '1 
• 9.3 . 11.1 i l.o • • 
: 12.8 : . 15.2 i 1.2 
: s.o • 9.6 .t • '1 • 
: • • 
.:· : 
; 14.l • • 1'7.0 J; 1.0 
: 12.2 : 14.'1 J; .9 
• 12.8 . 15.6 i 1.0 • • 
• 12.0 : . 14.7 ;!; 1.0 • 
• 
• 11.4 • • 1-l. 2 ± .6 
. 
'1.8 i 9.8 l: .8 • 
37-f> 
I·a ( oonolu • ) 
; : • • l • • 
tB : I = : 
.. 1 I . • • 
• i • • l>. • c • . • • • • 
: l • : 
. 
• i1 - f t I 
. , 
: : I 
An1 1 X Bl Ok t • : 10016 • : • Sf .3 • v .6 ;t I 9 ·' 
; 12.2 1 • • .. • • Pewaukee x De11e1oua .. l 32 , • o.o • '18.8 iii 1.1 • 13.2 ~ 13.Z t • • • • • • . • Pa~t•n 1018 x G•n•• 08 : 180'4 : 
'' 
: : 6113 • 78.0 ~ 
·' 
t 6.9 • a. i • • • Jonathan. x Delioiou.e • f 14$50 • : t •· ; • • • " • 
' 1 828 • ; 6 l 'I .'I . '17.S ~ l.1 
' 
11.e • 10.0 ;I; l.O • • • • Salo x or 1'.n Sp7 
= 
14615' : 13' l '18 : n.z • '1'1.2 ~ 
·" 
: e.• 
' 
l • t .a • 
.A.ntonc>vka x Jonathan t 1490, • 61 t J .. , 
' 
'1V.l ~ •• • 10.0 
,, 13.3 i •• • • •Ani•l• x laok Oxtor4 ft 10021 • 100 79 • 7 .o • ,6.9 Ji 
·' 
: 
'·' 
~ 12.2 i . ·'I • • • Barri OJl .x orth•rn p ; (1 t I : : r • • 
t (14800 : lOf .. &'I 
' 
e.e ! '16 •• i 
·' 
• e. : 11.0 i 
·' 
• II 
i 1488, l l.61 '70 : 
' 
• 3 : '16 •• <i .a : 9 • • 12.I i 
·' 
• .. 
: lfttOO : l : 
' 
: 89,,2 : ,5.1 ~ • a. • 11.8 .i • 
-
• .. 
: lf.81 
" ' 
3'1 • 6f. : , •• & .i 1. ; 14.8 : 19. .t; 1.. • 
on : (14 • t : : • t : (1' O& I • 
''·' "" i.o * e.9 • 11.9 ;i: 1.0 • Anie1 • 1501 ; ,z. .t; • e • 10 • • 14.S Ji .. s • • • 
• . i 1. s 
' 
64.'t .t l.• & 11., : l 
J I 
' 
63.'I .t 1.1 l 10.4 • 1 .z ~ 1.3 : 62 • ~ 1.a • • io., l .'I ;It 1.6 
• . '72hO a 1.4 • 13.1 ; 1 .2 J; l.4 • . • ; • .9 .t l.O : 9.4 • 13.'1 ;;t 1.0 • 
tium ; 6'1. .t l.! 
' 
10.l i ie.o ;1; 1. 
H.& .t; Pat'O n 1018 s G•ne.,• 88 : 106,fi 4.0 • : ¢ 14.4 ~ .o • • • Patten 1013 x Sha~on 1&8'7 • 6 .•• t es.a ~ .a : '1.4 
' 
12., ;1; l.O .
Patten 1018 x De1101 oue : 1&6,2 • 9 • .fr • 5&.a ~ .a ; e.1 i llu . i i.o • " or'!;•m saz x •althz 
' 
1~40 i • 1 93.9 t ;?5.6 ~ l.! ' I 9.'1 I 17 .4 i l.• · • UL ~ . J .,.. I I - (' - t T W 
1Tt VIGO l ABILITY 0 P 00 
Oil :DI • R ~,,[U/Olll '1' CO IIU.!IO 
alo .. x D•ltoloua 
Joaatball x . aloae 
• w. On•m x Bar.riJlgton 
tq DaY14 X Anlela 
• • GNel\191 x Opal• at: 
King D&Yl S ti>al om. 
Pat••'D 1000 x Aata 480 
• • GH•nlna x 1•• Pippin 
Ama• tat x .Amt• •ao 
J.111•1• x .Uhton 
B•leon s ... , x Whit• Pippin 
Patt•n 10U x lox- btl-n Sp7 
Grime• x Bor'11•••••111 Ol'e•ninc 
DeliolOU• x Jon&thU 
Ame• ,,, x U.• 430 . 
Patten 1011 x »•11o1oue 
att n 1011 x Gep•v• 08 
10-29 •• 41 
: • 1c,. :'lo. • , .... • • • • 
aBre•41as :tre•e:treea: oent : 
' 
R•oor . in I :l1Y1q: • 
~ 
• ber ' 
nu-; ··-~ Oot. : 
• •••17 :ur•4 • 1926 : • I i t 1926s 
•• : 1'20& I i : u.s : 
• 1~261 :. 99 t 19 i 19.2 : • 
· leer &!!me ti II 
• 1481D 
11 Is : II : 42.8 t 
: ltf69 4.6 • 88 .. 60.9 i • • 
I 14816 4 • 12 : 28.8 : • 
J (16,,0 • I I /0 
: 1481 .. ,.1 : 
s 1&01 . : 93.'I : 
' 
1"810 22 i 84·'1 l 
J 14928 : aa 
' 
.9,, : 
l U080 I 10 : 88.0 : 
: 14868 • 10 : 
'' .o : • l ieme : 15 : 60.0 : 
l 1~28 I 13 1 &.6 .i 
: (l,868 : : : 
( (lA.910 : : &9·.a : 
• 14891 : • • ao.o : • • ' 
• 1tt gl . t l • 66.'1 : • • I .. ' se.s . • • • 60.» : • 
: 11080 : ,o.o ' 
: 10140 : 
" 
• u : M.6 : • 
: l !''I,: 21 : l:fs : 66,'1 f I 1 . 1 
• 1nolus1 T•.) 
&11 
Be181$ 
in 
in •• 
67 .2 .t;- 1.2 
61.9 ;£; 1.6 
t 1 
,I.I ;1; a.a 
''·6 ~ i.a 
"·' 
! 2.0 
u.a ~ 1.e 
915.8 ;,I; 1.4 
96.0 ~ 1.6 
ea.e .t 1.z 
8'1.9 ;I; 1.9 
86.,4 Jo l.8 
82.6 ~ 1.4 
eo.e ~ 1.4 
78.t J; l. 
,8.& .,. l.l 
''·' 
~ 1.e 
'"·e ;t 1.1 
'12 ~ .e 
v2. a .t i.1 
65. * 1.8 
154.6 ;t l.li 
• l • 
I! : 
·t • • 
t 
' : • D. •· o. v. 
• ' 
J ,.e : 11.2 ~ 1.2 
t 10.a 
' 
l&. ~ 1.e 
J 
t 115.'I : ao.s .t 2.2 
J 11 •• I l .a .,, 1.e 
s 10.4 : 16.1 41; 2.z 
: • • 
: e.a : z.o Ji 1.6 
I 
'·' 
: a.a i i.o 
1 11.8 1 11. i l.2 
: 
·' 
t io.o " i.o 
a a., : t.9 .t i.o 
' 
6.8 l '1.0 i l.l 
l ,.e • . • e .,. i.a • 
: a.t : 10.a ~ l.4 
I • l 10. : 11.6 .t 1.6 
• o. : t.2 ~ i.o • 
1 t.o 
' 
ll. .t i.e 
~ 
•• : . 11.0 .,. l·• : 096 l 1 •• , ~ 
·' 
1 
'·' ' 
10.l ;t lei 
: 18.0 i ie.v ;t a.o 
; a.o 
' 
14., ·" -,lt9 
Parent86• 
Colorado Orange x Grimes 
37 ... 4 
TABLE I -b ( oo nol uded) • 
: 
:!reeding 
s Record 
; Number 
: 
: No • : ?f o • : Per-
: tree a: tree a: oen·t : 
: in : :11 ving: 
: nur-:meas-: Oct. : 
:eer7 :ured : 1926 
: :1926 : • • 
Colorado Orange x Yellow Newtown : 
See! ·bOrne 192! 
15376 : 12 : 10 : 83.4 : 
la3'4 : 73 : 20 : 27.2 
15361 : 20 : 13 • 65•0 : 
153'12 : ,., : 1& : u.1 
Ames 477 x Earlham : 
Colorado O:range x Ami 11 460 : 
Kao7 x Sharon : 
• . 
: 
11552'1 
15649 
lf;443 
Ames 513 x orthern . Spy 
Wol~ River x Ko Intosh 
King David x Mac7 : 155'17 
Afton :x :Monona. 
Geneva 45 x ¥other 
Patten 1030 x A1ftfJ a 411 
Ale 8 446 x Jla.07 
• 
• 
Colorado Orange x Hawke,. Gre•n· : 
i!Jt 
16520 
151526 
16573 
1~521 
15537 
See! :Sorne D!! · 
: !I : 19 : 90.C 
: 24 : 22 : 91.7 : 
15 13 : 86.7 
: 14 : 13 92.9 : 
: 12 : 11 : 91.7 : 
: 29 : 2l : 72.3 : 
: 26 ; 23 : 64.0 
: 35 : 12 : 34.3 : 
: 19 : 14 : 73.7 
. 
• 
an 
Height 
1n 
inihe 
69 .3 ;I; 2 .3 
63. 6 ;l 2.1 
62.6 ~ 2.8 
54.9 ~ 2.1 
62.0 ~ 1.3 
60.l t 1.6 
57.0 :t: 1.3 
56.l ~ 1 .. 4 
53.2 % 1.'1 
~l.4 * 1.4 
50.4 t 1.4 
50.2 ~ l.4 
46.'1 i 1 •• 
: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: 
: 
• . 
: B. D.: 
: 
: 10.8 
: lZ.6 
: 15.1 
: 12 •• 
: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
: 8.6 : 
: 11 .• 0 : 
6.9 : 
7.4 : 
8.2 : 
9,.6 
9.'1 ; 
'1.2 ; 
., .9 ; 
• 
• 
: 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• 
• 
. . 
• • 
' 
c. v. 
15.6 ;t 2.4 
21.6 ~ 2.4 
24..l ;&; 3.4 
22.6 i 2.8 
13.9 Jo i.e 
18.3 i 1.9 
12.0 i 1.6 
13.4 i l.B 
15.4 ~ 2.z 
18.8 j; 2.0 
19 .• 2 ;f; 2.0 
14.3 i 2.0 
17.0 ;t 2.2 
37-• 
TABLE II 
COMPARATI'VE RESPONSE I?f VIGOR AWD GRADE OF TREE AS .lFFEOTEl> 
BY IIDIVIDUAL P AREB T V ARIE'?IE S 
Height and Grade Diatribut ions of Progenies Grouped as to Common Parents 
(All progenies oons1at of 
Parentage 
Antonovka x Jonathan 
Antonovka x Black Oxtord 
Antonovka x Delicia~ 
Anto novka x Grimes 
Antonovka x King David 
Antonovlca x Deli a1 oua 
Jonathan x Delicious 
Borth•rn Sp7 x Delio1oue 
Antonovka x Jonathan 
Jonathan x Delioi01,1a 
Salome x Jona-than 
.Anis1m x Del1o1oua 
s.w. Greening x Delicious 
Patten 1003 x Del1o1oua 
An1s1a x Black Annette 
An1a1m x Blaok Oxford 
An.1s1m x Hubbardston 
.A.ntonovka x Ashton 
Antonovka x Del1o1oua 
AntonOTka x Jonathan 
: : . • : Drad• D!atribution 
• 
• 
: ________________ __
: : er-: er•: er-: er-: er-: er-: er-:!>er-:Per-:Per. :Per-• 
• 
• 
• 
: No• : oent.: oent.: cent.: oent.: cent.: cent: ctnt.: oent.: cent.: eenti.: cent • 
:Breed- :trees: 0 : 50 : 62 '14 : 86 : 98 : llO:Ver7: : : 
: ing 
:Record 
:Number 
:meas-: to : to : to : to : to i to : and:Good:Good:Fair: Poor 
:ure4 : 49 : 61 : '3 : 86 : 97 :109 :tall~ : : : . 
:1926 : : : : : : : er t i : : 
seed bOme J:§i' 
: : J:iilonovka Orossea : : : 
: 14213 : 86 : 2.8;19.4:38.9:26.0:13.9: 
: 1421.2 : 136 5.1:21.4:32.4:2a.0:12.e. 
: ( 1421. 0 : : : : : : : 
:(142'6 m.o : a.z:14.s:21.&:3&.2:14.3i 
: 14240 : &2 : 5.8: 5.9:34.5:40.&:13.5; 
:(14223 i 76 c 2.6s11.s:3l.6:40.e:11.e:. 
: ( 1.4216 : : : : : : : 
: (14210 : 
: ( 14246 t 
: 14204 i 
: 14262 : 
D•l1o1ous Crosses 
: :. : : : : 
210 : 3.z:14.s:2'1.&:1&.2:14 .• z: 
133: 9.8:2'.8:36.1:24.0: 2.3: 
216. : 4.3:18.5:45.7:25.?: 5.4: 
Jona th SJ. cro 8888 
: 36 i 2.8:19.4:38.9:~.0:13.9: 
: 133 : 9.8:27.8:36.1:24.0: 2.3:. 
: 38 :18.4:39.5:31..6:10.5: o.o: 
· Seed bQrne 19'!8 · 
Dei1 Cit ous Cros sea 
. . . . . 
• • • • • 
o.o; 0.0:30.5:36.l:ao.6: 2.e 
.'1: 0.0:30.9;33.8:28.7: 6.6 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
a.a: o.0•32.9:36.2:24.7: 6.2 
o.o: 0.0:53 .. 8:36.6: 9.6: o.o 
1.3: 0.0:60.0:30.&:ll.8: 2.6 
: : : 
: : : : : 
3.B: o.o:z2.9:a&.2:2•.v: 6.2 
o.o: o.0~31.6:39.8:22.6; &.o 
0.4: 0.0:40.2:41,3:13.0: 5.5 
o.o: o.0:30.5:z6.1:zo.&: 2.a 
o.o: o.o:z1.&:z9.a:22.&: 6.o 
o.o: o.o:zi.5;29 .0~23.7:10.8 
: 14'160 : 
: 14806 : 
: 1,753 : 
2'12: 6.6:21.0:42.3:2'1.6: 
105 : 4.8:13.3:40.0:32.4: 
,31 : 6 .4: i 2. 9 : 38 • 7 : 12. a: 
~iid !> orne 1§19 
2.5: o.o: 0.0:39.3:41.5:14.8: 4.4 
9.6: o.O; o.0:48.5:Z4.3:14.Z: 2.9 
g .'1: . o.o: o.o: ze.s: .n .• 9 :16.1: z.2 
: ll50l& 
; 15021 
: 15019 
lilsim Crosses . 
: l~O : o.,: 2.3:23.0:47.0;2&.2: 
: 79 : o.o: 3.8:33.0:46.8415.2: 
: 80 : 2.5: 8~7:41.3;32.5:13.8; 
Anlc>no'Yka Cross•• 
o.7: o.0:6a.e:24.6;10.e: o.e 
1.2: 0.0:49.Z:38.0il2 •. 7: O.O 
1,2: 0.0:4C.O:Z3~8:18,,: 2.5 
: 15034 : 
: 14906 : 
: 1490'1 : 
56 : o.o: 3.6: 5.4:14.3:33.9:26.8:16.0t9l.l: 5.3: 
144 ; o.,: 4.3:20.1:43.0:23.6: 8.3: 0.0168.8:24.2: 
864 c o.z: 6.0:2a.e:44.0:19.o: 1.9: 0.0:69.7:20.1: 
1.8: l.8 
5.6: l.4 
8.'1: 1.0 
,_., 
. ,..,._ IJ: l o t' • ) 
I - 3 d i .• 11 t t ii 
t l : 
l ; 
: I 
a 
., : 
' 
I .. : 
"' 
.. 
• • 
• : l : ti • 
• 1•819 • a: .• oim. • ; ' .•:11.,,1,. : o.oi o.o 
l l•tl .!h z.111 • $ 0.01 ..01 
·'' 
• 
'·' 
t l.1s o.o: .1 
' : 
·'* 
o.o: • ' ' 
' • • 
"' ., 
tonoYb x Dello1 • ~ ; 
··= 
1 •• 
~& • t• X Deli t • 1.1: .. 1 
" JonathlA el.1 l • ' ' I 
' 
1.4 
i • ; o.o ; • • o.o I l. 
' 
o.t:e2.•:1t Z·: o.o: o. 
' = 
O.O: 27 .O:<i6.0; . · .. : e., 
• I o.os•l.,t .6~16.TI o.o • 
• l l 1-Ts 6.0: •• l a.1: ~' 
• ; = 
: ~ • • • o.o. 
'·'' 
.2: .4~ • I o.o=M· :aa.1i 9.1: 
'•' : , ~ t : : 
t • ; • l l· i• • : o.o 
' 
• • 
,., . 
• " • ; 
' 
:s. •• SJ .. , • "'h l it l • .O 
~ P7 : I c • I : : t = , l.(h .t:U.ltl ,, o.o:· o.o;t9.tta..2i .t: .o 
re ins. 
-
p • • : : i ; f i • • .. • • 
• • : : : • : 
' 
: ; • • .. 
• 
' 
.. 4.1: L = ····~ • : 1.. :6 4'0 . .• e; 6 • : •o ; .• ; &. • tll.O: 1 ••• o.o:aa.11 • 6; 1 •• • 
• : 
' 
= 
o"o 4 .. 1: :RO. .. 0 o: 0.0;&'1.&: • o~o • . • .
Parentage 
1'. W. Gi:-eening x Grima a 
ll. w. Green1ns x Harrington 
I. w. Greening x Jorthern Spy 
Patten 1011 x Delicious 
Patten 1011 x Rams4~ll Sweet 
Pewauk••· x Delioioua 
Pewaukee x Borthorn Spy 
P•waukee x 014-nburg 
Ramsdell Sweet x Harrington 
Patten 1011 x R#l•d•ll Sweet 
Pewallk•• x Northern Sp7 
Borth•m Spy x Pewallltee 
llorthern Sp7 x Pewaukee . 
Patten 1011 x lforthe:rn 81>7 
Pewaukee x Borth•rn s 
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T II (Concluded) 
: ; : Hei8h'E »istr!but1on : ' 
: : : (Interval.a in inohea) : Grade Distribution 
: : :Pe.r-:Per-;Per-:l5er-:Per- :Pe:r-;Per-:Per-:Per- :!er..;.'Per- · 
J : ?fo. : oent..: cent.: oen t: oen t: oent.: oen t.: oent •cent.: oe nt: c1nt1 cent. 
:Breed- :trees: O : 60 : 62 : 74 : 86 : 98 : llO:Very: : : 
: ing :meas-: to : to : to : to : to : to : to :Good:Good:Fair:Poor 
:Reool'd :ured : 49 : 61 : 73 : 85 : 97 :109 :tall~ : : : 
:Number :1926 : ; : : : •r : : : : 
· I. w. .Greeiilng Cro sea 
: 14862: 59: 0.0:10.2:10.2:40.6:27.l:l0.2: _1.7:66.0:20.4: 0.1: 8.6 
: 14861 : 56: l..8: 3.6:19.6:3'.0:30.4:10.7: 0.0:64.Z:23·.1: 7.2: 6.4 
: ( 14860 : : . : : : : : : : : . : 
: ( 1493'7 = : : : : : : : : : : 
: 
: 
:(15052; '13: 4.1: 2.7:13.'1:30.2:38.4: 9.6: l.3;&3,0:21.9: 9.&: 5.e 
Patten 1011 (Parentage unknown) Crosa•a 
: 15031. : 39 : 0,0: 0.0:30.S:Z8.4:Z0.8: O.O: 0.0:58.9:38.6: 2.6: O.O 
: 16032 : 38 : 0,0: O.Oil0,5:62.6:31.6: 5.3; 0.0192.l: 7.9: O.O: O.O 
P•waUkee Crosses 
: 14932: 68: 2.9: '4.4:23.6:38.2:23.6: 
: 1486, : 70 : 1.4: 5.7:31..4:48.6:11.6: 
: 14819 : 30 : o.o: 0.0:13.3:36.7:50.0: 
Ramsdell Sweet Crosses 
: ( 1"854 : : : : : : : 
:(14863 : 35 : 2.8: 0.0:42~9:12.9:11.4: 
: l5oa2 : za : o.o: o.0:10.~:62.6:31..6: 
' · ~eel borne 1120 ' 
Pewafiltee Oros se s • 
: 15203 40 :10.0:30.0:4'1.5:12. 5: o,o: 
: 15201 : 32 : 3.l:fJ0.0:21. .9:18.8: 6,2: 
Northern Sp7 CJ:¥.>•••• 
: 15201 : 32 : 3.1:00.0ta'.l..9:18.8: 6.2: 
~ 15238 : za :12.t>:2e.3:4&•-v:12. 5: a.o: 
: 15203 : 40 :10.0:30.0:47.5:12 o: ·o.o: 
'1.3: 
1.4: 
o.o: 
: 
o.o: 
().~: . 
o.o: 
o.o, 
o.o: 
o.o: 
o.o: 
O.Oi64.3:~.9:13.3; 1.5 
0-iO: 62. 8: 2'7. 2: 8.6: 1~4 
0.0:'16.6:23.4: o.o: o.o 
' 
. : 
' 
. 
0.0:25.7:31.5:42.9: o.o 
0.0:92.l: 7.9: o.o: o.o 
o.o:so.0:12.0: 5.0: 2.15 
0.0:62.5:28.2: 6.2: 3.1 
o.o: 62. 5: 28 .2: 6.2: 3.l 
0.0:50.0:40.'I: t.4: o.o 
o.o: eo.0:12. is: 6.0: 2 .. s 
Patten 1013 x Geneva 58 
Patten 1013 x Sharon 
Patten 1013 t Tweiiiy lfuiioe Ull8Uard•4) Crosses 
: 1~5'715 t 4'1 : 8.5:51.0:36.JH 4.3: O.O: 
: 15576 t 38 :13.2:52.6:31.6: 2.6: o.o: 
O,O: 
o.o: 
0.0:20.6:59.6:10.6: 4.z 
O.O:l8.4:63.2tlS.4; o.o 
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TABLE Ill. 
OOJll>ARAfIVE BESPOBSE I VIGOR AND VARIABILITY OF TREES 
. . 
AS AFFECTED BY IBl>IVIDtTAL PARD'T VAmETIES. 
Progenies Grouped as to Colllllon Parente 
(ill progenies eon-1 at of th1rt7 1n41T14uala or mo-re) 
: 
= 
lo. • lo. • Percent : : • • 
;Breeding tree• .. treea • lirlns ; Kean : • .
: R•oord . in • meu- • Ootob•r . height 1a : • • • • Parentage . llumb•r :Buner1 • ure4 • 1926 • 1noh•• . c. v. • • . . • • 
. ,, • 1926 • • . • • • • • • 
. g •• a: 'Som• rgt• . : : • • 
. AntonoTka Oroeats • • # • . • 
.. : • J : • • 
.Antonovka x Ashton • 14211 : 8'1 • ,., 88.6 ; 79.4 ~ 1.0 : 15.8 j; .9 • • J.ntonovka x Jonathan . 14213 • 84 " 36 . 42.8 . '11.5 ~ 1.4 17 .4 j; 1.4 • . • • • Antonovka x Blaok Oxt0l'4 • 14212 • 163 • lZ& • 83.4 '10.1 ~ .e . 16 •. '1 t .a . • • • • Antonovka x Delicious • (14210 • . • : 
' 
• • • • 
• (14246 : 271 • 21.0 . '1'1.6 • '13.t ;t .6 : l'l.6 ;I; .6 • • • • AntonoTka x Grimes • 14240 . 53 • 52 • 98.I : '13.5 t 1.1 • 15.6 j; 1.1 • • . • • A.ntonoTka x King Da'¥'1·4 • (14223 • : . . • 
' 
"! • 
• (14215 • lM : '16 • 4'1.8 • '13.8 j; .t : lts.3 i .9 • 
' 
• • 
Del1o1oua Ottoaaes 
AntonoTlta x Delicious • (14210 . : . .. : • • • • ( 14246. : 2'1 : 21.0 • '17.5 . '10.9 ;I; .6 • 1'1,.5 i .6 • • .Jonathan x Del ici oue : 14204 : 332 • 133 40.l : 65.4 i 
·' 
. 17.3 ± • 'l • • lorthern Sp7 x Del101oua 14262 • 705 ; 2'76 : 39,.2 • 68.6 i ,., : 16.8 i .6 • . Jonathan Crosses 
AntonoTlta x Jonathan : l4Sl.3 84 : 36 . 42.8 . 11.5 ~ 1.4 : 17.4 ;I; 1.4 • , Jonathan x D•l1o1oua • 1•204 . 332 • 133 . 40.l • 66., ;;I; 
·' 
.. i7.3 i, .'I • • • , • .. Salome x Jonathan • 14260 . 210 38 . 18. . 59.8 ;I; 1.2 • 17.'1 i 1 4 • • . • .• 
An1s1• x Delicious • 14'1eO • : • 60.0 ~ 6'1 .o l; 
·" 
• 16.2 ;I; .5 • .. • • • Borthwestern Greening x Delicious: 14806 : . . 7'7.2 ; '11.0 ;I; .e . 16.9 i ,.8 • • • Patten.1003 x Delicious . 14753 • • ; 96.9 . '11.0 j; 1.4 " 16.6 a- 1.5 • . • • • 
Seed borne 1919 
Aiilalm Gn> sees 
An1a1m x Black Annette . 15015 . 149 • 130 8'1.3 : '79.6 J; .6 • 12.2 ;t .l> • • • • 
Anisim x Blaok Oxtord . 15021 . 100 ~ 79 • '79.0 • '16.9 i • 'I • 12.2 ;/; • 'I • • • . • • Anisim x Hubbardston • 1!5019 • 126 • 80 . 63.5 . 73. 6 j; .8 • 14.2 i .e • • • • • .
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TABLE III (Cont'd.) 
• 
= 
10. : Bo. • '.Percent • . • • • • 
:Breeding . treee : trees . i1nns • Kean : • . • 
• Record • in .. meas- • Oc1;ober • height in • . • . .. 
Parenta&e : Number :?lurseey " ure4 . 1926 • inches : o. v. • • • 
: • : 1926 : • . • • . liitonovia Crosses 
.A.ntonovka x Ashton : 11034 . 69 . ti6 : 81.l . 93.2 ;I; l.Z : 15.1 J; 
·' 
• • • AntonoTka x Delicious • 14906 162 . 144 . 94.'1 • 80.'f ~ .6 l.fu2 :t .6 • • . .Antonovka x Jonathan : 14907 • 312 . 264 ~ 84.'1 . '17.l ;to .4 13.3 ~ 
·' 
• . . • Grimes x A.ntonovka : 14819 98 : 8'1 88.6 : 89.9 :i .9 • l'3.& J; • '1 • Jonathan x Antonovka . 14912 : 40 : 39 97.5 • 84.3 j; 1.4 . 15.2 i 1.2 . . • 
Black .Anne~te Crosses 
Blaok Annette x Delicious . : 14905 : 168 . 96 • 57.2 . 115.l i 
•• 
: 11·.8 i .6 • • • 
J.nieim x Blaok Annett• • 16015 • 149 . 130 . 8'1.3 . 79.6 .. .6 . 12.2 ;lo- .:; • • • . • . l>elioious Crosses 
.A.ntonoTka x De11oioua • 1490& • 152 : 144 • 94.'1 • 80.'I i .6 . 14.2 J; .6 • • • • • Blaok Annette x Delioioua • 1490~ : 168 • 96 57.2 i 75.l i .6 : 11.8 ;;t; .6 . ·• Jonathan x De11cioua : (14822 . • . • • • . • 
• (14850 . 69 .. 50 : 79.'I : 7'1 •. 3 i l.l • 16.0 ;t l.O • • • ·• Patte·n 1000 :x Delioious : 15016 46 : 35 t '16.0 : 9D.6 t 1.s • 13.S .t l .. 1 • Patten 1011 x Deli c1.ou.a 
= 
15081 . ~5 l 39 '11.0 : ,9.9 . j; .s 1 9.S .t .8 ... 
Pewaukee :s: Delioiou t 14932 " 86 • 68 : ao.o • '18.8 ~ l.l • 13.3 i .8 • • • • Grimes 01'08888 
Crimea x .Anto noYka ; 14859 • 9 , : 8'1 88.6 • 89.9 ± .9 • 13.6 ;.I; • 'I • • • .. Grime a z White Pippin • 14858 • 64 ; 3'1 : 6'1.8 • '14.5 ;t 1.6 . . 19.6 ;.I; l.6 • • • • lelson Sweet x Gri•s : l486V • 19 : 48 : 81.3 . e2.o ;t l.2 • 14.'I ;.t 1.0 • • • Borthweatern Gr••nin& x Gri•a • 1"862 c 100 • 59 . 59.0 ; 82.0 ;t 1.1 : 15.6 ;t i.o • • • Sarrillgton orosste 
Rarr1ngton x Borth•l"n Sp7 ; (14930 : • • • • • • • • 
: (14865 . . 10'1 • 6'1 . 62.5 • '16.4 ;J; . . ,, • ll.5 ! • '1 • . . . • llorthnatern Greening x·Harringtau 14861 I 86 ; &6 • 65.0 : 82.'1 .t l.l 
' 
14:.,, j •. 9 • Raaadell Sweet x H~ngton : (1481)8 : • • • ; .. • • 
: (14854 • 66 • 35 . 53.0 ; '74 .. 4 ;t 1.0 • 11.9 ;I; l.O • • . • Jona~han O~osaes 
Jonathan x .Antonovka : 14912 : 40 • 39 : 9'1.6 • 84.3 j; 1.4 : 15.2 .t 1.2 • • Jonothan x Delicious : (14822 : % :. : l 
• (14850 • 69 • !SS • '79.T .: '1'1. 3 ;t 1.1 : llhO ;t 1.0 .. • • • Antonovka x lonatnan • 1490 '1 : 312 . 264 : U.f ~ '1'1.1 j; ... • 13.3 t .4 • • .. • lJorthem. Sp7 Crosses 
Harrington x Northern Sp7 
' 
(14930 . • • .. • • • • • • 
: (14855 • 107 : 6'1 : 6!.5 • '16.4 i 
·' 
; ll.b ;t • 'I • • I. w. Greening x · orthern Spy : (l48G0 • • • • • • • • .. • 
I (1493'1 .. : : . .• . . 
: (16052 , 74 • '13 : 98.6 • 83.l ~ l.1 : 1'1.0 ! i.o • • • Pewaukee x l'f o rthern Sp7 : 1485'1 : 151 : ,0 46.3 . '15.4 ;f; .e . 12.~ i .. 'I • • 
Salome x lf orthern Sp7 
' 
14852 : 13'1 
' 
73 : 63.3 . 'T7.2 ;t 
·' 
: 10.9 i .6 • 
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TABLE III (conaluded) 
: • No. . N'o • Percent • • . • • • 
:Bre ding . trees . tree . living ; JCean . • 
" 
• • 
. Record • in ! as- ,. October . . . height in . • • • • • 
Parentage : umb r :JIU:rser1 ; ured . 1926 • inches c. v. • ·• 
• : : 1926 . : : • l'oi'thwestern Gre.ening Crosses 
B. 
"· 
Greening x Gr1DJ8s . 14862 • 100 t 59 . 59.0 . 82.0 ~ 1.1 : 15.6 ;i 1.0 . • • • . I. w. Greening x Harrington 14861 . 86 • 56 . 65.0 . 82.'I i l.l i 14.'I ;l; .9 • . • • N. w. Greening x Borthern Sp7 . (1•960 : . . • • • 
• (14937 : : • • : ~ .. • 
• (15052 • '14 . '13 98.6 . 83.l * l.l . 17.0 J; 1.0 . • • • • 
Patten 1011 Crosse 
Patten 1011 x Delicious • 16031 
' 
55 .. 39 . Vl.O • 79.9 ;I; .8 . 9.8 i .8 . • • .. ;, 
Patten 1011 x Ramsdell Sweet . 15032 • 46 : 38 . 82.6 83.2 t .9 : 9.6 i ' • 'I . • . Pewauke• C:ros e 
Pewaulte• x Del1o1oua . 14932 • 85 • 68 eo.o : 78.8 J; l.l • 13.3 i .8 • • • • PewaUkee x Northern Sp7 • 1485f • 151 . '10 46.3 • '75.4 i .8 ~ 12.5 J; .. '1 • • . • Pewaukee x Oldenburg : 14819 . 36 : 30 . 83.4 . 84.4 i 1.2 • 11.1 Jo- l .O • • • • Ramsdell Swee~ Crosses 
aama.d.e.11 s..,.e, x Harrington • (14853 • 66 : 55 53.0 • '14.4 i 1.0 • lli,9 ;ii l.O • • • • 
- . (14854 : : : • I. 
-
- - '"' 
. • : Patten 1011 x Ramsdell Sweet • 15032 ¢ 46 • 38 • 82.6 : 83.2 ;t .9 . 9.6 J; 
·' 
·• • • • 
Beel 1>05ne :[~ !~ 
Pewa\l& e 1'o s sea 
Pewaukee x or-them Spy • 15203 i 46 • 40 S'r .O • 63.'1 ;t 1.1 • 16 .. 3 * 1.3 . • • • llorthern Sp7 x Pewaukee : 16201 : 33 .. 32 . 96-'1 i 64.'1 ~ l.4 : 18.l i 1.6 • . 
ortbe l'n Sp7 Cr.oe see 
i i l.6 Northern Sp7 x Pewaukee : l .5201 . ~3 . 32 . 96.'1 l 64.'1 l.4 ; 18.1 • • • Patten 1011 x orthern Spy • 15238 • 42 . 32 '16.2 ; 62.4 i 1.2 • 16.7 t 1.6 • • • • Pewaukee x llorthe;rn. spz . . 15203 • 46 • 40 • 87.0 t 63.'7 J; 1.1 16.3 ;t l ·.3 .• .. • • 
.. ge"il t> orne !§!2 
Pa\ien 1613 r:roeaea 
Patten 1013 x Geneva 08 • 15575 : 50 . 47 . 94.0 . 58.8 ; .a : 14.4 t 1.0 • • • • Fatten 1013 x Shaiton : 151576 ' 44 . 38 : 86.4 58.2 
" 
.8 • 12., ;f 1.0 . .. • 
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in turn a.re signif ioantly taller than tbose of 1..ntonovka x 
.Jona than ( 149'07) and again. trees of this latter oross are 
aignificantly t .aller than those of the cross Anisim x Hub-
bardston (16019). Calculations fo r the aignifioanoe ot all 
the mean differences could tbus be madf;h It is interesting 
to note that there is a significant difference in mean height 
between the cross Jonathan .x Antonovka (14912) and its recip-
rocal Antonovka x Jonathan (1490'1). 
There &r~ no signifieant stat1aticel dif~er$noes be-
tween the various crosses of the 1920. 1921 am. 1922 aeries. 
of erosses. 
Genetic Signj,ficance of J.)iffarences. 
Tb.sre were marked differences in ~an heights t in 
coeff1eients of var1sbi,lity~ am in curves of distribution among 
the progenies. That maey of the mean differences a.re statisti-
cally significant has been shown. The atudies ha.Ye been planned 
to determine the effect of parenta.(?13 on the vigor of the se·ed-
lings. There hsv e been. other variables te!ldi.ng to partially mask 
the effect of parentage. Chief o·f thes:e variables were the neaes 
sary cu1ling of the seed bed and nursery trees e.nd the· soil dif· 
ferences. 
The soil. a ciarion loam~ is of pretty uniform composi-
tion ex·eept for small drainage ehan:ne:ls. The se edlings of the 
same age were planted in definite blocks in the trial orchard 
snd the progen1es Which are compared are gene.rsl],y growing upon 
verg sim1l.ar soil areas. Soil variations mi fj'.l t tend to e1 the r 
increase or decrease the diffsrenoes in growth responses either 
~f which would partially mask the true hereditary influences. 
BO'wever, the number of tree-a plSilted in these proga.nies was large 
enough to extend the pJ..antin,g so that in genertatl soil d1ff e·rencas 
opera.tea upon the trees· in the different progenies in very mu.ch 
the sane W$:y •. 
Th-e fact that aertein progenies ha11'e lost a smaller 
peroerita~ •f tba original trees thrQu@J culling than others and 
banee mi€#1t be said to r$present a seleetad group of seedlings 
has been o ons idered in t.b~ Sl'lalysis of the dnta. Any mean height 
di:fferenoea in fav<>r ~:f th~· lightly culled progenies would tend 
to be emphaaiz~d end those in favor of the heavily clllled pro-
genies minimized ba.d all the individuals been grown and ultimate-
ly rneagured. Although thei~& influences of soil a.tJ.d culling might 
tend to obaou.re true values ~3 e:xagge~ating or minimizing differ-
ence.a. concltts i<><tts as to growth response are based on considers-
tion of all ~ailsble dsta.. 
Variab:tli ti in Heigl!t. 
Further examination of ~abl.es I-a and I-b reveals s 
great rang-a and amount of va.riability in height within progenies. 
High variability Cc.v. • 100 S. D.) is noted in the pro.genies 
m 
of tbe eroases of Gr1.rnes x White Pi ppin (14658),, Northern S:p,y 
x Pewaukee ( i -5201), and Ames 411 {Jiorthwestern Greening x 
Waalthy) :x .Aines 4.'P/ {Colorado Orange x ,Allen} (16366), and .low 
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variability in the crosses, Patten 1011 (Parentage unknown) :x;: 
Ramsdell Sweet (15032), Pa tten 1011 x Delicious (150Sl), and. 
l?8tten 1013 (TWenty OUnce unguarded) x Geneva. 58 (Twenty OUnce 
unguo.rdefl) (15044). 
Parent C.ombinations v7hieh Produced Hie;h Grade Tree s . 
That there are considerable di f ferences in the percent-
ages of trees grading Very Good ,. Good; Fair and P·(}Or among the 
:progenies ia shown in Table II. The parent combinations pro-
ducing progenie.s with a very high !lerccntage of trees classed as 
Ver¥ Good are Patten 1011 x Ramsdell Sweet (15032) with 92.l 
pefcent of the seedlings falling into this class: Antonovka x 
AS.hton (15034) with 91.1 percent; Patten 1000 x Delicious 
fl5016} with 65.7 percent; Grimes x Anto:novka (14859) with 82 . 7 
percent. Pewaukee x lforthern Spy ( 15203) graded 80 .• 0 percent 
Verl Good trees.. These groups of cross-bred seedlings stanl out 
in contrast to the f ollowing two crosses {1919 Series): Bla.c.k 
l1nnette x Delicious (14905) with only 22.0 :percent of Ve!if Good 
grade trees, and Ramsdell Swectx Harrington (14853, 14854) witJ 
but 25.7 percent. Other cross es snow smaller though significi:lnt 
d1fferences in the percentages of Very Good, ~, Fair and Poor 
grades of trees. 
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Relative Response from Diffe:r·ent "ho.rent Varieties . 
Frequency distributions of tree heights and tTee grades 
of the progenies of over 30 individuals nrc sl1own by Pls. tes 
II-a to XIV-a and II- b to XIV- b and in Table II . Data shm, i:ne 
moan heights and va.riabili ty of the same progenies are shown 
in Tnble III . The crosses presented in the t a bles and graphs 
have been grouped as to common parents . This has been done 
in an e.11deavor to determine the relative u.moun t of vigur factors 
carried by each of the parent varie tiea . The Jonathan variety. 
f0:r instance , if present in e~ch of several parental co.nbina-
tions, vrnuld transrni t approxim tely equal quotas of vigor fac -
tors to ea.ch resultant progeny. It follows. then , that any 
genetic vigor differences :found among tho progenies v; ould be 
attri butable to the JH1rents other th•"'.n Jonathan. The progeny 
data has been so grou~ed that these oomp ~r1sons cr.i.n be readi ly 
made . 
The parent varieties common to many crosses were f irst 
selected f rom all the material at hand. The reln.tive responses 
of the varieties combined ~ith them were then carefully studied 
and evaluated . 
SpecinJ.. emphasis was la.id on tho determirilltion of the 
relative responses of the following 11 varieties : Delic:J.ous , 
Ilorthern Spy, Antonovka. Jonathan, Grimes , 1forthwestern Green-
ing. Anisim., Black OXford,. Salome .. Black . nnetto , und Patten 
1000 (Roman Stem unguarded . ) 
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PL~ T~ II- a . Comp arative Vigor of Progenies 
percent 
6 
3 
2 
of the 1917 Series of Antonovka Crosses . 
Height intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 108 
~~ a . Antonovka x Jonathan (14213) , 36 trees . 
~~ b . Antonovka x Black Oxford (14212) 136 trees . 
--~ c . Antonovka x Delicious ( 14210 ; 14246) 210 trees . 
~~- d . Antonovka x Grimes (14240) 52 trees . 
~~-e . Antonovka x King David ( 14223 ; 14215) 76 trees . 
Se ed borne 1917 ; trees measured October , 1926 . 
120 
41-b 
Compur a tive Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1917 Series of Antonovka Crosses . 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Gr ade of t ree . 
Poor Fair Good Very Good . 
a . Antonovka x J ona than (14213) 36 trees . 
b . Antonovka x Black Oxford (14212) 136 trees . 
c . Antonovka x Delicious ( 14210 ; 14246 ) 210 trees . 
d . Antonovka x Grimes (14240) 52 Trees . 
e . .Antonovka x Ki ng David (14223 ; 14215) 76 trees . 
Seed borne 1917 ; trees measured , Oc t ., 1926 . 
• 
41-c 
PLATE III-a Compa r a tive Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1917 Series of Delicious Crosses • 
percent . 
6 r-~~~~r--~~~--,.~~~~_,..~~~~..,....~~~~.--~~~--
Height intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 108 
~~a. Antonovka x Delicious (14210 ;14246) 210 trees. 
~~~ . Jonathan x Delicious (14204) 133 trees. 
~~c. Northern Spy x Delicious (14262 ) 276 trees . 
Seed borne 1917; trees measured October, 1926 . 
120 
41-d 
PLATE II I - b Comparative Grade of Trees . 
~rogenies of the 1917 Series of Delicious Crosses . 
percent 
100 
O"--------------------------'-------------------------...._--------------------------
Grade of tree . 
Poor Fair Good 
a . Antonovka x Delicious (14210 ; 14246) 210 trees . 
~~ b . Jona than x Delicious (14204) 133 trees . 
c . Northern Spy x Delicious (14262 ) 276 trees . 
Seed borne 1917 ; trees measured October , 1926 . 
Very Good 
41- e 
PLATE IV- a Compa r a tive Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1917 Series of Jona than Crosses . 
JS rcent 
60 -------------------------------------------------------------
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
Height i n t e rvals in inches 
48 60 72 84 
----- a. Antonovka x Jona than (14213 ) 
-- b . Jona than x Delicious (14204 } 
--- c . Salome x Jona than (14260) 
96 
36 trees . 
133 . trees . 
38 trees . 
Seed borne 1917 ; trees measured October , 1926 . 
108 120 
41- f 
PLATE IV- b Compar a tive Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1917 Series of Jonathan Crosses . 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Grade of Tree . 
Poor Fair Good 
~~-a . Antonovka x Jona than (14213) 36 trees . 
b . Jona than x Delicious (14204 ) 133 trees . 
_____ c . Salome x Jona than (14260) 38 trees . 
Very Good 
Seed borne 1917 ; trees measured October , 1926 . 
41-g 
PLATE V-a Comparative Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1918 Series of Delicious Crosses . 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
Height intervals in inches. 
48 60 72 84 96 108 120 
--~- a . Anisim x Delicious (14750 ) 272 trees. 
~~- b. Northwestern Greening x Delicious (14806) 105 trees. 
~~- c. Patten 1003 x Delicious (14753 ) 31 trees. 
Seed borne 1918; trees measured October, 1926. 
41-h 
PLATE V-b Compara tive Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1918 Series of Delicious Crosses. 
percent 100 ..-.~~~~~~~~ ......... ~~~~~~~~_,_~~~~~~~~--
80 
60 
40 
20 
a 
0 
Grade of Tree 
Poor Fair Good Very Good 
~~- a . Anisim x Delicious (14750 ) 272 trees . 
~~-b. Northwestern Greening x Delicious (14806) 105 trees. 
--~- c. Patten 1003 x Delicious (14753) 31 trees. 
Seed borne 1918; trees measured October, 1926 . 
41-i 
PLATE VI-a Compara tive Vigor of Progen ies 
of the 1919 Series of Anisim Crosses. 
percent 
60 --~~~--.~~~~--~~~~--~~~~....-~~~--~~~~-
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
Hei ght intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 
---a. Ani s im x Black Annette 
~~-b . Anis im x Black Oxford 
- --c . Anisim x Hubbardston 
(15015) 
( 15021) 
( 15019) 
96 
130 trees . 
79 trees . 
80 trees. 
Seed borne 1919; trees measured October, 1926 . 
108 120 
41-j 
PLATE VI-b Comparative Grade of Tree . 
Progenies of the 1919 Series of Anisim Crosses . 
pe r cent 
100 r---------r--------.....---------
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Poor Fair 
__ a . Anisim x Black Annette (15015) 
__ b . Anisim x Black Oxf ord (15021) 
__ c. · Anisim x Hub bards ton ( 15019) 
Good 
130 trees. 
79 trees. 
80 trees. 
Seed borne 1919; trees measured October, 1926. 
Very Good 
41-k 
PLATE VII-a Compara tive Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1919 Series of Antonovka Crosses . 
Height intervals i n inches. 
48 60 72 84 96 
~~ a . Antonovka x Asht on (15034) 56 trees. 
~~ b. Antonovka x Delicious (14906) 144 trees. 
c. Antonovka x Jonathan (14907) 264 trees. 
~~- · a. Grimes x Antonovka (14859) 87 trees. 
e. Jonathan x Antonovka (14912) 39 trees. 
108 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured October, 1926 . 
120 
41-L 
-
PLATE VII- b Comparative Grade of Tree . 
Progenies of the 1919 Series of Antonovka Cros ses . 
Grade of Tree . 
Poor Fair Good Ve ry Good 
a . Ant onovka x Ashton (15034) 56 trees. 
b . An ton ovka x DeLicious (14906) 144 trees . 
c . Antonovka x Jonathan (14907) 264 trees . 
d . Grimes x Antonovka (14859) 87 trees . 
e . Jonathan x Ant onovka (Ll.4912 ) 39 t .rees . 
- . 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measure d Oc t ober , 1926 . 
Deli-01ous is e omparea with ten other parents in 
~rosses with Antonovka.., Jonathan. Prlwn.u.kee,, e.nd Patten 1011. 
These data point to the conclusion that Dolieiou:s carries more 
factors fGr vigor than noes Black Oxf"ord, King David. and 
Salome, al though less than Antonovkn and Ashton. and possibly 
leaa than Oldenburg and Ramsdell Sweet. In regard to trans-
mission of factors responsible ~or a good grade of tree, 
Delicious appe ars to transmit more favorable factors the..n 
Salome, and possibly mo:ro then Jonethan, approximately an e qual 
amount 'With J3lack Oxford. but distinctly less than Ashton., 
Grimes , Oldenburg, :Rtµnsdell Sweet, Antonovkn. and probably less 
than King Dhvid ana. northern Spy. 
norther11 Spy is coon:pared with Silt other pe::i:·ents in 
crosses with Poweukee , Harrington and Northwestern Greening. 
It would seem that Hor-thorn Spy imparted somewhat more vigor to 
its seedlings than did Ramsdell Sweet, Harrington or Grimes., 
though probably less than Oldenburg and Delicious and consider-
':bly less thwt .Northwestern Greening. Considering grade of 
tree., Northern Spy when compared in the sH.me crosses apparently 
cal"ries m-ore f a.ctoo:s responsible for a high grade cyf tree than 
does Delicious and· Ramsdell Sweet, and i.s on a in:r with Grimes 
and Harrington.,. but is distinctly outclassed by Northwestern 
Greening and excelled to a less extent by Oldenburg. 
Antonovka when compared with t~n other parents in 
crosses with Delicious. Jonathc.n and Ori.mos appears to trans ... 
mit considerably more vigor· than Jonathan and Salome~ and 
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somewhat more than .Mor-thern Spy• Mli te Pippin. Nelson Sweet. 
Northwestern Greening, and Black Annette. It is perhaps e 1ual-
ed as a. carrier of v-igor by Pewaukee and Patten 1011, but is 
greatly excelled by Patten 1000. In respect t-0 grade of trees, 
Antonovka. is distinctly superior to Bleck Annette, nnd is pos-
sibly s ·ame\"Jhat superior to Jonathan, StJ.ome , Patton 1011.,. 
Pe~iaukee, I1oloon sweet,, ancl lforthweatern Greening. but is great-
ly excelled by Patten 1000 and is e::celled. to a lass extent by 
Northern Spy. 
Jonathan is compe..red t1ith twelve other parents in 
crosses with Antonovka antl Dcliciou.a. Apparently Jonathan 
transmits slightly more vigor than Black .. '..rmette. but eqt:i....'lln 
Black Ox:ford. It is not eq_ual to Patten 1000, Ashton , Anton-
ovka and GrfJmes, Delicious. King David, J.Torthern Spy, . awauke e 
and possibly Patten 1011. :tn regard to transnission -0f 
facto-rs :favorable for high grade trees. Jons. than possibly im-
parts more factors than Black Annette . is approximately on a 
pox with Black Oxford and Delicious . but is distinctly excelled 
by Patten 1000. Ashton and Grimes., and is excelled to a less 
extent by King David, Northern Spy, Patten 101.1 and Antonovka . 
Grimes is compared with seven other pa.rents in crosses 
:vi th Antonovk:a and Northwestern Greeni.ng. Apparently Grimes 
carries more vigor factors than .Jonathan, Bleclr Oxford~ and 
possibly Delicious. It is vpproximatel~t on a JJS.r with King 
David and Harrington, but transm1 ts less vigor than ii.shton, ood 
possibly less than northern Spy., Grimes carries more factors 
favorable :f0.r hi gh grade trees than does J onathan. Blaek ox ... 
~:-· 
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ford, Delicious and possibly King navid., It is approximately 
on a par with Harrington and forthe1 .. n Spy b11t is excelled by 
.Ashton. 
No.rthvestern Gxe,eni¥t is compared with nino othe!· pa.r-
ents in crosses with Delicious, Grimes • .northern Spy and. Har-
ringtQn. Aorthwestern Greening ~ppearo to transmit considerabl~ 
more vigol' than Harrington, Pewauke·e and Salome. and somewhat 
more than Anisim, 'Thi te Pippin and Ramsdell Sweet. It is pas· i-
bly e ,1ualed by Patten 1003 and .Nelson sweet, but is excelled by 
Antonovka. northwestern Greening ap:pa.rently carries more fac-
t-ors for high grade trees than does 'ihite Pippin, Ramsdell Sweet , 
N~rthern Spy and Belson S eet . and possibly more then Anisim~ 
Patten 1002., and Harrington. It is approximately equa.l to 
Salom-e a.11d Pewa.Ukee, but is excelled oy .Antonovka .. 
Ania.im ts compa.r.ed vrith three other parents in cross-
.es !Jith Delicious . Anl.sim appoara to carry more factors f or 
vig0,:r and high grade of' tree than Delicious . It is approximate-
ly e ualed by Patten 1003, but excelled by northwestern 
Greening .• 
Black Oxford is oomp$red with six other parents in 
crosses with AntonO'V'ka am Anieim. Bleck Oxi'ord e.p}:S ars some-
·wha. t a-uperior to Hubbardston in imparting vigor to its off-
spring, is approxinstoly equal to Jonathan. but is pro~ably 
excelled by Grimes, King David , Delicious and possibly BJe. ck 
Annette. Black OX:ford probably transmits more f actors for 
high game trees than Hubbardston, is approximately equal 
to Jo.nathan and Delicious,. but is excelled by Grimes, King 
44 - a 
PLATE VI II-a Compnrntive Vigor of Progenie s 
of the 1919 Series of De licious Crosses . 
Height intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 108 120 
~~ a . Antonovka x Delicious (14906 ) 144 trees . 
b . Black Annette x Delicious (14905) 96 trees . 
______ c . Jonathan x Delicious (14822 ; 14850 ) 55 trees . 
d . Patten 1000 x Delici ous (15016) 35 trees . 
e . Patten 1011 x Delicious (15031 ) 39 trees . 
f. Pewaukee x Delicious (14932) 68 trees . 
Seed borne 1919 : trees measured October , 1926 . 
44-b 
PLATE VIII- b Comparative Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of t h e 1919 Series of Delicious Crosses 
Grade of tree 
Poor Fair Good Very Good 
--~- a . Antonovka x Delicious (14906) 144 trees . 
~~b . Black Annette x Delicious (14905 ) 96 trees . 
_____ c . J onathan x Delicious (14822 ) ; 14850) 55 trees. 
--~-d. Patten 1000 x Delicious (15016 ) 35 trees . 
e. Patten 1011 x Delicious (15031) 39 trees . 
--~- f • Pewaukee x Delicious (14932 ) 68 tree s . 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct., 1926. 
44-c 
PLATE IX- a Comparative Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1919 Series of Grimes Crosses . 
0 -----~ ........ ~~-------~~.._~~~--''---~~--''--~~---' 
Hei5ht intervals in inches. 
48 60 72 84 
___ a . 
_ __ b . 
___ c . 
_ __ d . 
Grimes x Antonovka (14859) 87 
Grimes x White Pippin (14858) 
Nelson Sweet x Grimes (14867) 
Northwestern Greening x Grime s 
96 108 
trees. 
37 t , re es. 
48 trees. 
(14862) 59 trees . 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct ober , 1926. 
120 
44-d 
PLATE IX-b Co parative Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1919 Series of Grimes Crosses . 
£oocent 
Grade of tree 
Poor Fair Good 
--- a . Grimes x Antonovka (14859) 87 
--- b . Grimes x White Pippin (14858) 
trees . 
Very Goal 
__ c . Nelson Sweet x Grimes (14867) 
___ d . Northwestern Greening x Grime s 
3? trees . 
48 trees. 
(14862 ) 59 trees . 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct ., 1926 . 
PL:.':.':S X-a 
percent 
60 
44-e 
Co .. 1para ti ve Vigor of fro3enie s 
of the 1919 Series of Jonathan Crosses . 
0 ':':'--:-~--:-~~~~--=---~~'"""'.""" ....... ~~~~...i....~~~---i~~~~....a Height intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 108 
~~- a . Jonathan x Antonovka(l4912) 39 trees . 
~~- b . Jona~han x Delicious (14822 ; 14850) 55 trees . 
c . Antonovka x Jonathan (14907) 264 trees . 
Seed borne 1919;trees measured oct ., 1926 . 
120 
44-f 
PLATE X-b Comparative Grade o f Tr e e . 
Progenies of t h e 1919 Series of Jonath an Crosses 
80 
60 
4 0 
20 
0 
Poor Fair Good 
~~- a. Jonath an x Antonovka (14912) 39 trees . 
~~- b . J onatha n x Delicious (14822 ; 14850) 55 trees . 
c . Antonovka x Jonathan (14907 ) 264 trees . 
Se ed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct ., 1 92 6 . 
Very Good 
44-g 
PLATE XI- a Comp:irative Vigor of Progen i es 
of the 1919 Series of Northern Spy Crosses . 
percent 
60 
Height intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 
--a • Harring ton x Northern Spy (14930 ; 14855 ) 
__ b . Northwestern Greening x Northern Spy 
(14860 ; 14937; 15052 ) 
_ _ c . Pewaukee x Northern Spy (14857) 
_ _ d . Salome x Northern Spy (14852) 
108 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct., 1926. 
120 
67 trees . 
73 trees . 
70 trees . 
73 trees . 
44-h 
PLATE XI- b Comparative Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1919 Series of Northern Spy Crosses . 
~55c~e~n~t~~~~~~~.,.-~~~~~~~_,.~~~~~~~~1 
Grade of tree . 
Poor Fair Good Very Good 
----a • Harrington x Northern Spy (14930 ; 14855) 67 trees. 
_ __ b . Northwestern Greening x Northern Spy (14860 ; 
14937; 15052) 73 trees . 
__ c . Pewaukee x Northern Spy (14857) 70 trees . 
____ d . Salome x Northern Spy (14852) 73 trees . 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct., 1926. 
44-i 
rL~\.TE XII- a Compa rative Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1919 Series of Pewaukee Crosses . 
percent 
6 
Height intervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 
--~-a• Pewaukee x Delicious (14932 ) 68 trees . 
~~-b • Pewaukee x Northern Spy (14857) 70 trees. 
~~-c • Pewaukee x Oldenburg (14819) 30 trees. 
108 
Seed borne 1919 ; trees measured Oct., 1926 . 
120 
44-j 
PLATE XII-b Comparative Grade of Tr ees . 
Progenies of the 1919 Series of Pewaukee Crosses. 
percent 
100 
0 '--~~~~--~~~ ...... ~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~ ..... 
Grade of tree . 
Poor Fair Good 
~~-a. Pewaukee x Delicious (14932) 68 trees . 
~~- b • Pewaukee x Northern Spy (14857) 70 trees. 
~~- c • Pewaukee x Oldenburg (14819) 30 trees . 
Se ed bo rne 1919 ; trees measured Oct., 1926 . 
Very Gocxl 
44-k 
PLATE XIII- a Comrarative Vigor of Progenies 
of the 1920 Series of Northern Spy Crosses . 
o'---------1---------L------.....i..-------'----------------H eight in ervals in inches . 
48 60 72 84 96 108 
~~-a. Northern Spy x Pewaukee (15201) 32 trees . 
------b . Patten #1011 x Northern Spy (15238) 32 trees . 
--~-c . Pewaukee x Northern Spy (15203) 40 trees. 
Seed borne 1920; trees measured Oct., 1926. 
120 
\ 
44-L 
PLATE XIII- b Comparative Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1920 Series of Northern Spy Crosses. 
per~e~n~----------------------+---------------------------T--------------------------, lOO 
O ,~-=----~---':""'"".,.......------__._---------------------------._-------------------------' Grade of tree . 
Poor Fair Good Very Goen 
-~-a. Northern Spy x Pewaukee (15201) 32 trees . 
---~-b • Patten #1011 x Northern Spy (15238) 32 trees . 
___ c . Pewaukee x Northern Spy (15203) 40 '\t rees. 
Seed borne 1920 ; trees measured Oct., 1926. 
44-m 
PLATE XIV- a Comparative Vigor of Prog enie s 
of the 1922 Series of Patten #1013* Crosses. 
percent 
6 
0--~~~ ....... ~~~~ ....... ~~~~...i...~~~~""'-~~~.....r.~~~~....a 
Height intervals in inches. 
48 60 72 84 96 108 120 
~~a• Pa tten 1013 x Geneva 58 (15575) 47tirees . 
~~~h . Patten 1013 x Sharon (15575) 38 trees . 
Seed borne 1922; trees measured Oct., 1926. 
*Patten #1013 is a seedling of Twenty Ounce . 
44-n 
PLATE XIV-b Com:i;:arative Grade of Trees . 
Progenies of the 1922 Series of Patten #1013* Crosses . 
perc~e~n~t~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~---r~~~~~~~~--, lOO 
Grade of tree . 
Poor Fair Good 
__ a . Patten #1013 x Geneva #58 (15575 ) 47 t ,rees. 
~~-b • Patten #1013 x Sharon (15576) 38 trees. 
Seed borne 1922 ; trees measured Oct ., 1926. 
*Patten #1013 is a seedling of Twenty Oum·e . 
Very Goal 
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David c..nd Black Annet te. 
Salome is compared with five other parents in crosses 
with Jonathan and Northern Spy.. Salome , Harrington and Pe-
ws:u.kee appear to be much &like in hereditary makeup v;i th re-
spoet to vigor. though not eqn.al to North~.estorn G:reening and 
possibly not equal to Delicious ~nd Ant~novka. As to response 
in grade o:t tree* Salome apparently trs-.nsmi ts move factors f or 
high grade trees than does Harri lgtan. is epp:r ximately equal to 
.Northwestern Greening and Pewaukee . but is :pos uibly excelled by 
Del'.tcious o.nd An tonovka •. 
Black Annette is coinpara<l vi th seven other parents in 
cr-osses ~1th Anisim and Delicious . Black Annette C..J)parcntly 
transmits more vigor tba.n Hubbardston a.nd Bl3ck Oxford. It is 
v.ppxo:ximately equal to Jonathan, but is markedly excelled by 
Pat ton 1000 and excelled to a less extent by Antonovka. ewuukee 
and Patten 1011. Black Annette i s responsible for tho trans-
mission of more factors for high grade trees than is Hubbardston 
and Blaak Oxford,, but is greatly .excelled by Patten 1011 , Anton· 
ovka and Patten 1000. It is excelled to a less extent by 
P-En·raukee and Jo.aatho.n. 
Patten 1000 (ioman Ste~ ll.lJ.gunrded) is compared with 
.five other parents in crosses with Delic ious. :7hen crosse<l with 
Delicious it appears that Patten 1000 transmits much more vigor 
to it.s off spring than Black Annette , Jonathan, ?atton 1011, 
:Pewaukee, or 1~nto11ovka. atten 1000 also appears to t~ansmit 
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more fa.ctors for high grade trees than Black Annette, Jonathan, 
Patten 1011,, PewauJ.ree and Antonovka. 
A study of the plates end tables shows clearly that 
there are striking differences between the several parent vari-
eties in their ability to transmit vigor and fact.ors favorable 
for high grade trees. Study of the relative standing of each 
of the eleven important varieties discussed reveals the fa.ct 
that eertain varfeties consistently stnhd high in transmit t ing 
favorable factors . Others are intermediate, and ·st'ill other s 
consistently stand low. The parents are grouped into classes 
based on their :relative ability to transmit :favorable vigor 
factor.a to their offspring. 
This is new inf ormation on whlch to build future 
studies of t:ransmiss1on .of vigor. As certain varieties were 
not entirely consistent. in their relative abili tj1' to impart 
vigor, their rating should be ,considered approximately correct 
in.so.far as is revealed by the data,. 
1. V~xi.cties \'Jhiqh show S: high vigor response . 
a . Patten 1000. 
b_. Ashton ( further evidence desira ble) 
c. Antonovka. 
d. Jiforthwestern Greening. 
e . Oldenburg. 
f . Anisim. 
2. Va;rieties which show a medium vigor response • 
. 
a . G.rime:s .. 
b . Patten 1011 
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o. Pewaukee 
d • .Northern Spy 
,a • Killsg David 
f,. Harrington 
g. Ramsdell Sweet 
h. Delicious {further evidence desirable). 
3. Varieties which s_how a low vigor resnonae. 
; 
a. SalQme 
b. Black .Annette 
c. Jonathan 
d. Bl.$ck Oxford 
e. Hubbardston (further evidence desirable) . 
!rhe ranking of the paranta in their nbili ty to transmit 
to their' progenies factors :favorable to de,:finite grades of trees 
cannot be given except in a general way. The use of suo:h va.rie-
ti.es as Patten 1000, Antonovka, Ashton, lforthwestern Greening, Ol-
denburg, and others listed below under the heading "Var.ieties 
which :produced trees of high grade", will not neoeasaril7 insure 
a high average grade of trees in the progenies. However, in ttl e 
crosses studied they have been fo-und to be rsth~r consistently 
superior to otll er varieties in their transmission of factors 
favorable to bigb gl'ade o.f treHHJ. 
1. Varieties whiah produced treea of high grade . 
a • . Fatten 1.000 (Roman Stem unguarded). 
b. Antono-vka 
o. Ashton ( furthe:r evidenae desirable). 
d., Northwestern Greening 
e. Oldenburg 
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f • .Anisim 
g. Patten 1003 (Oldenburg unguarded). 
h. Grines. 
2. Varieties which prod\leed tree~ of avers&! SE,Sde • · 
a. Pews uke e 
b. !Iorthern Spy 
c. Harrington 
d. King David 
e. Ramscfell Sweet 
f. Sal.ome (further evidence desirable). 
g .• Delicious (furtbEtr evidence desirable). 
3. Variat1e$ which produced trees ot low gr!;!de. 
a. Jonathan 
b. 13'l.s.ek .Annette 
c • Blnak O:xf ol'd 
d. Rubbamston (further evidence desirable). 
Discussion. 
these atu.dies suggest that each of the ve.r1eties is· 
capable of tranami tting a de:finite quota of favorable :factors 
for siz-e and desirability of tree. It should be borne in mind, 
how~rt"er .. that though the varieties have certain relations in the 
specific orosl:les under study, their relative breeding behavior 
might pos.siblf be reve-rsed in still other crosses. 
-49-
The multiple-factor hypothesis pQstul.ates that heredi-
tary. quanti ta ti ve differences. a.re duo to two or more non-
dominant. independently inherited factors {24). It should also 
be pointed out that the actual re~ult of the combination of 
these quotes of factors from each parent is dependent on the 
interaction between the two elements. Jones (40) in cor.mnanting 
on the inheritance of' fundamental cheractc~s states. "When two 
different potential.! ties .are contributed by the parents, there 
results an interaction between them ahd the end product is re-
presented in the organism. Beaause the most striking effect IllRY 
resemble the oha~acter o1 one parent more than the other, we say 
that the eharacter is dominant.. In reality, i.n the more funda-
mcntBl characters,. the hybrid usually sho.ws a. resemblance to 
both pa.rents.n 
Briefly the crossing of two varieties produces a 
specific unio-n which is dependent on the interaction of clements 
or :factors contributed by both parents. Furthermore, it will be 
noted that among the Va71eties heading the list as carrying 
maxiroum quotas o-f vigor factors .are several varieties which a.re 
of purely Russian aneeatry or have come from aros sea involving 
Russian varieties. The varieties Antonovka, .Anis1m,. Patt~m 
1000 (pollen parent probably Russian), Pewaukee . o.nd Olclenburg 
rate high in vigor response . It is very pl'Oba.ble that their 
germinal makeup is distinctly different from that of the more 
common varieties of Amari.can Origin. In this regard Jones ( 40) 
states. "The important fact is thnt types from different r .egions 
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u"8ually differ in many ws.ys in their germinal makeup. Differ ... 
enee in appearance is an indication of such inher,ent unlikeness." 
Again he states, 0 Many widely ·crossed plants and animals are al-
ready in such a complex s te·t .e of he terozygoai ty that f urther 
crossing does not bring together any greater number of favorable 
factors than they already poas~ss •••.•• When, however, two dis-
tinet types are crossed, it is quite :fre1uently noticed that 
there is a decided increase i n g-rowth end vigor in th·e 1mr.oo dia.te 
proge-ny." Re points out thnt it is a signif icant fact thut the 
0rtgin of ne:arly all of the familiar c1ll t1 va.ted plants is one of 
derivation :from more than one \,ild species, and these species 
usually from separate re.gions. 
It woUld a-eem quite probablet then,, that the Vigor in a 
numbe :c of the,ee erossa:s may be attributable to he·terasis. that is 
hyb;rid vigor t or maximum development depe11de11t on the combina-
tion of two dtverse e1ements each tending to make up the (le:fi-
eiency of the t>the:r. Included among those factors which affect 
growth and e·onse quently height a.re internode length, number of 
internod"Gs., the :root of' development, amount, n.nd quality of the 
ehlorophy'll •. and the fibers .in the stem. ~e introduction of 
nevJ germinal elements may be the preponderent faetor responsi-
ble for the vi.go:r of tho seedlings from certain of the parent 
combinations. 
on the -other hand, progenies from crosses of varieties 
o.f purely American origin which also exhibited high average 
vlgo-r were posaibly no-t the reelll. t o;f a combine.ti on o:f diverse 
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elements , but may have been the result of a combina tion of 
:parents carrying similar though potent germinal elements. B:rief-
ly then, the vigor observed in these offspring may in s-0me pro-
genies be primarily the result 0:£ germinal diversity and in 
other progenies primarily the result of a combination of similar 
though potent gprminal elements. In the f irot instance the 
clw:racte:re of one parent tend to be ,eomplernent,ed by combine.ti on 
with new charaaters f rom the other-. In the sec ond type of cross , 
the characters of one are merely added to or fortified by similar 
favorable factors from the other pa.rent. The foregoing statement 
is made· as a :possible exple.11a ti on of the obse rvation that when 
Russian varieties were crossed with oom..'Uon i1merica.n sorts , vigor 
usually resulted. Vigor oecasien&J.ly resulted when several of 
the American sorts were oroas·ed .. 
The inconsiste11cies in the rcla.tiv~ vigor transmitted 
by certain o:f the varieties noted in this study. mny possibly 
be c :zplained on the abOV1) baa is.. 1 . -0-., that the favorable e:ffec t 
from germinal di verai ty o:f nny speci:f1c combination may have le en 
a moro important factor in determining the vigor of the offspring 
than the actual quota of vigor :fe.ators transmitted. 
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l. ~e introduction of the apple and other Old v:orld 
fruits into North America wes begun over ~00 years ago . 
2. The Upper Mississippi Valley or Great Plnins region 
.is an area in which clime.tic oandi tions are such that most of' 
the common varieties of apples do not suoceed except in its 
southernmost part and where there is greet demand for hardy red 
winter ar ples of high quality. 
-3. Apple brecdiDg work was initiated at the Iorm. 
Agriaul tural Exporiment s tation by Budd who first imported 
Russian appl.es in the years 1875-1880. 
4. Appl.a breeding on a new basis was establiahed by 
Professor s. A. Beach in 1906,. 
5. The total number of apple seedlings now under ob-
servation at the Iowa Agricultural EJC:p"riment Station is t<Jell 
over 11,000 trees. 
G. !he two main pU.rpQses of the Iowa apple breeding 
program a:re (1) ~ the d&termina.t1on of princLplea on which to 
base future breeding work;. ( 2), the origination of superior new 
apples. 
7. fhe purpose o:f this investigation is to determine 
which varieties am pnrent combinations can be relied upon to 
produce vigoro-u:s progenies o:f high grade trees. 
a. This investigation was made on 4 , 604 eroas-bred 
apple seed.lings varying in age from 4 to 9 yeal"S and represent-
ing in all 175 parent oombinatione.!I Forty- eight of the 175 
progenies contain 30 or more trees and represent 80 percent of 
the seedling :planting, 33 progenies contain f r om 10 to 29 trees 
inclusive and rep.res-ent 12.2 pere·ent of the planting.., and 94 
J)rogenies contain 9 tre-.e$ or less and represent 7 . 8 percent 
of the planting. 
9 . ill se~dlinga weJ.>e individually measured for 
height and the trees gl'adea according to an arbitrary stundard. 
10. Parent comb1na.tions producing seedlings of high 
average vigor when compared with the other orosses o:f the same 
age were. Antonovk&,x Ashton, Pat~n 1000 (Roman Stem unguarded) 
x Delicious., and Grimes x Antonovks. Other vigortn~s progenies 
judged. t.rom me asurements based o.n ama11 numbers Cprogenies of 
10- 29 trees inclusive) ere from C'l.~os.sea of llorth ms tern 
Greening x Harrington. Patten lOOO x P.ines 430 f Roman Stem x 
Vleal thyJ Northwestern Gr-aening x White Pippin, and Ames 427 
(:Bessie unguarded) x Ames 430. .Besides these progenies . 
there a ro many others showing relatively high vigor . Such are 
seedlings of Antonovka x Delicious ,. Antonovka x King David, 
Pewaukee x Oldenhu.rg, Jonathan x Ant()novka. and others . 
11. Marked uniformity in height of trees resulted from 
crossing Patten 1011 (unlnown parentage) x Ramsdell Sweet, 
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Patten 1011 x Delicious, and Patten 1013 (Twenty Ounce unguarded) 
x Geneva 58 (Twenty Ounce unguarded),. Certain of the progen-
ies containing small numbers O·f trees also shov.rod greet uni-
:fortrl. ty, but leas confidence ean be plv.ced in the :figures ob-
tained. · 
12. Parent combinatio-us responsible· for high percen-
tages of seedlings grading Ver:. Good are as follows; Patten 
1011 x Ramadell Sweotti Antonovka x Ashton. Patten 1000 x 
Delicious , Grimes x Antonavk.a. and Pewaukee x Northern Spy. 
13. Follm ing is the e.pproxiI!li! :te relative s t anding 
of the pa.rent varieties in their ind1 vi dual e.bili t~ to trans• 
mi t vigor to the1r off spring.. It is believed that in general 
the same relationships will hold when these ~arieties are used 
in still other combinations ... 
A. Varieties Which l'r~duced o. High Vigo1" Response. 
1 . Patten 1000 :(Roman Stem unguarded). 
2. Ashton (further evidence desirable). 
3. Antonovka. 
4. Northwestern Greening. 
5. Oldenburg. 
6. Anisim. 
B. yu:rieties vthiah Prodtte-ed a Medium Vi15or Response . 
l . Grimes. 
2. Patten 1011. 
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3. Pewaukee 
4. :Northern Spy 
6-. King David 
6. Harrington 
'l .. Ramsdell SWeot 
8. Delicious (further evidence desirable). 
c. Varieties Which Produoed a Low Vigor Response. 
l. Salome 
2. Bl.ack .Annette 
3. Black Oxford 
5. Hubbardston (further evidence desirable.) 
14. The ranking of pa.rents aa to their individual 
ability to transmit facto-ra for high grade in their seedlings 
osn be only approximate. This gemra.1 ranking of the varieties 
1.s as follows: 
A. Varieties ioh Produced a High Grade of Trees. 
l. Patten 1000 (Roman Stem unguarded). 
2. Antonovks 
3. Ashton (further e~idence de~irable). 
4. lforthweste m Greening 
5. Oldenburg 
6. lliaim 
11. Patten -1003 (Ol.denburg unguarded). 
8. Grimes 
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B. Jarieties Which :Produeed an .Average Grad~ of Trees. 
1. Pewau.Je e. 
2. No·rthe rn Spy" 
3. Harrington. 
4. King David,.. 
5,. Rrunsdell Sweet. 
e., Salome (:further .evidence desirable). 
7.- Delicious (further evidencedesirable),. 
l. Jonathan, 
2. Black Annette. 
3, Black Oxford .• 
I,. Hubba~dston (further evidence desirable), 
15. The rating of a parent variety as regards vigor 
response is pTobably a somewha. t reiati've consideration ·depend• 
1ng an the influence a:f the parent in combina tion with it,. na 
1 t is known that the result of crossing two varieties is a. 
spe-eJ.fia union dependent on the inter action of elements or 
:factors contributed by both parents, Therefore, the response 
cannot always be predicted by knowledge of previous performance 
of eao-h o:f the pa.rent varieties in other relations, 
16. !he vtgor observed in certain se.cdling progenies 
may in some instances be primarily the result of germinal diver-
. \· 
si ty and in other instances primarily the :result of combinations 
of similar though potent germinal elements. 
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